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P REFACE

U･S･-Japan Workshop on Surface Data Review took place,
as one of七he ac七土Ⅴ土七土es of theロ.S.-Japan Fusion cooperation

program, on December 14 - 18, 1981 at Institute of Plasma

Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan. This is the

second of 七he ロ.S.-Japan workshop on fus五on-reactor data and
is the succes畠ion of the lrWorkshop ､on Atomic Collision D畠ta

for Fus土ont-, held a七Boulder. Colorado on Oc七ober 27-31. 1980.

The key persons of present workshop are P.M. Stone and R. Kamada

and the organization was made by E.W. Thomas
tlnd

N. =toh.

The workshop was intended to survey the present status of

the understanding of the mechanisms of the important elementary

processes relevan上 土o the plasma-wall土nterac七土on (pwエ) .

to arrive at establishing the methods of the data evaluation

and compilation and to promote future cooperation between the

data-center activit.ies in U.S. and in Japan. The workshop was

d土Ⅴ土ded into five sec七土ons:

=. overview of PW= Data Needs and Production

for Fusion

==. Me(jhanism of PW=

工工工｡ Da七a Center 工n七erac七土ons

ェⅤ. Discuss土on on pw工 Data for Spec土f土c Cases

V. New proposal and Suzrunary

Section =Z was devoted to understanding of the mechanisms of

basic processes of PW=, emphasizing data problems, while

sect土on 工V was devoted 七o discussion of data for cer七a土n spec土f土c

reac七土ons.

The proceeding consists of the papers presented in sections
工 and 工工 and of the sumaries of 七he d土scuss土ons in sections 工工.

Ill, =V and V. The entire program and the participants list are

attached at the end of the proceedings. The abstract of each

con七r土bu七土on was d土s七r土bu七ed 土n七be workshop.

= would like to express our sincerest gratitude to all

participants Who gave active contribution not only through the
●

formal presentation of papers but also through discussions in

all possi.ble occations. Thanks are also to Y. =tikawa and
K. Morita who helped the organization.

Noriak土 エtoh
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DQtq Needs for Edge Modeling of Tok〔】mQk Plc)smc[s

Tsuneo Amano

Institute of Plasnla Physics

Nagoya University

Nagoya 464 JAPAN

§l. Introduction

Progress achieved in plasma heating and confinement in tokamak

experiments durlng the past decades has brought a number of problems
●

which have to be solved for the development of a tokamak fusion reactor.

Among them, the interaction of plasmas with solid surfacesl) represent

a very serious problem in the next generation 一arge tokamaks in which

intense neutra一 beam or RF powers of several tens of MM are lnjected
●

into the plasmas.

In order to evaluate the role of plasma wall interaction on these

large tokamaks, we need an accurate modeling of the edge plasma in the

scrape-off region which directly interacts with the lirniter (or divertor)

and wall. In 52, we attempt a self-consistent nlOdeling of the edge

plasma by solving the plasma transport and impur-itv rate and diffusion

equations. We calculate the plasma flow losさtO the limiter and the

resulting sputterlng Of the limiter. Sputter'ing of the wall by charge
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exchange fast neutrals is a一so considered. Sputtered impurity atoms

(

●

are partly shielded by the plasma in the scrape-off reglOn and part一y

enter into main plasma region. The cooling of the plasma in the scrape-

off reg10n･due to lmPurity radiations is included to obtain the edge
●

electron iemperature which governs the sputterlng. The data needs for
●

the edge p一asma modeling are discussed in §3.

The recycling of working gas between the plasma and the wall plays

an important role in the particle and energyy ba一ance of the present day

tokamaks.i) In the next generation tokamaks, the understanding of the

recycling pr･ocess her.omes more important, particularly when D (deuterium)

and T (tritium) fuels are used, for the control of electron density and

D, T. Mixture ratio and the tritium inventory in the wall.2) The damage

of the wall due to the bombardment of energetic particles and its effect

on the recycling must be also assessed. The data needs for the modeling

of the plasma wa‖ recycling3) are discussed in §3 together with the

data needs for. the edge p一asma modeling.

At IPPJ, we are now planning to construct a new tokamak called

I.R tokamak".4) Here ‖R.I stand･s for the I.reacting" D一丁plasma. The

dJ'mensions and physica一 parameters are 一isted in Table I. In this

device, neutr･al beam power of 15 Mu wi一l be ln3'ected to heat a p一asma
●

up to 10 keV･ Axisymmetric bumper limiters made of Tic surround the
I

plasma to absorb the major plasma heat load on the order of 15 MM･

In §4, we simulate the neutral beam heating of the R tokamak by utilizing

the model descr･ibed in §2 and assess ro･le of七he plasma wall interaction

in this device.
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§2. Edge Plasma Modeling of Tokamaks

Me use the following set of transpoI､t equations.5)
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●

where uBe, MBi are enegy lnPutS tO electrons and ions from neutra一 beams,

respecモively･ W represents Alpha particle heating･ WR, WI, Wcx are
α

radiation, ionization and charge･ exchange つosses, respectively. Terms

●

with Ll小. L2ヰr･ePreSent the Mare plnCh effects･ Particle and energy

loss terms proportional to vf/L
in Eqs･ (･l)･ (2) and (3) are present

●

only in the scrape-off y.eglOn Of the plasma in the shadow of the limiter_.

Here L and vf are the ave･rage distance to the limiter-nd the flow

velocity to the limitey., respectively.

The impurity transport equations (or diffusion-rate
eqs.) are given

by

語ニー去溝rrk ･
ne(nk_1Sk_1

-

nkSk ･ nk.1αk.1
-

nkαk), (9)

where nk and rk are the number density and radial diffusion flux of the

k-th ion, and Sk and αk
are the ionization and recombination rate

coefficients, respectively･6) For Tk, We assume the form

rk〒･rkN+rkA ,

where.rkN is the neoclassica"if fusion flux and rkA is an empirical

diffusion flux,

rkA=-DA訟.

(10)

(.ll)

For DA, We take the same as the electron density anomalous diffusion

coefficient･ From nk, We Can Calcu一ate the ionization and 一ine radiation
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losses ul andWR川Eq･ (2)･

●

The charged particles in the scrape-off reg10n hit the wall with

the energy,

EI

:;MiVf2･3･5
7･Te., (12)

where M and Z are the mass and the charge of the particle, r･espectively.

The second term in Eq. (12) comes from the ener･gy gained due to the

sheath potential acceleration in front of the limiter. From the energy

and particle flux to the limiter, we can calculate the sputtering of

the limiter･ In §3, we will consider Tic coated limiters for the URH
I

ll■■

●

tokamak･ ue take into account the sputterlng Processes; D + Tic,

T+T･CandTi
l

●

+ TjC･ For D +TIC, we take the sputter-ng yield data

from Ref･ (7)･ For T+Tic, we interpolate from the data of D+Tic

and He+T･C･ ForT･ +TiCweassume theyield is the same as T･
+T･

1 1 1 1

and use the empirica一 fo柵ula given in Ref. (8). Me assume no preferentia一

sputterlng Of the carbon or titanium. The total sputterlng yield is

obtained by averaglng over the sh1:fted Maxwellian energy distribution,

千(E)-叩-(
E-EI

Ti ) (13)

where EI IS given by Eq･ (12) and Ti is ion temperature･
●

Most of sputtered Particles are emitted as neutrals movlng Straight

in the direction of the emission. The impurity atoms which are ionized

■
■

■ ▲ ■ ■■ ■■
●

durlng･ traversing the scrape-off reg10n are SWePt away back to the limiter.

The un-ionized particles either hit the wall or enter the main plasma reg10n.

-5-



To simulate this ''shieldingt- effect, we use a Monte Carlo method. The

P

motions of several thousand neutral particles are followed until they

are ionized or hit the wall. By use of usual py'ocedure of Monte Carlo

method we･obtain the neutral particle distribution, which is used as

a source ter･m in Eq. (9). .

The sputterlng yield Y is distributed in energy E in accordance with,

dY/dE ∝ E/(E + EB)3-m (14)

Where EB IS the binding energy and m = 0 -

l/4･9) There are scarce
●

data for the angular distribution of the sputtered particles for the

non-normal incidence. Me simply take coso distribution by assumlng

the incident charged particles are accelerated with sheath potential in

front of the limiter and hit the limiter'normally, although this is a

dubious assumption for a bumper limiter geometry. .The sputtering of the

first wall made of Tic by charge exchange fast neutrals is also considered･

Another simple model to consider the shielding effect is simply to assume

a fraction y of the sputtered atoms actually enter the plasma. The value

y is guessed, for instance, from the result of a Monte Carlo simulation･

In §4, we apply the model described in this section to an analysis

of ‖R-- tokamak performance.

§3. Data Needs for Edge and Recycling Modeling

In this section, we summarize the data needs for the edge and plasma

wa一l recycling modeling･ Data needs in concern with the design of ‖R'r

-6-



tokamak are a一so glVen･ Most of these needsゞhave a一ready been

discussed,9) however, here we emphasize the importance and the urgency.

I) Edge Modeling

l) secondary electron emission rate, Tic

2) self sputtering yield Tic (･Ti+ Tic, etc･)

3) energy distribution oS

spu七千?reJd
particles

＼ノ .

4) angular distribution of sputtered particles fo- nonmrmal

incidence

5) chemical sputtering of C･ Tic preferential sputtering

II) R Tokarp.ak Design

l) permeabilities, diffusivities, solubilities of hydrogen,

El

deuteriunl and tritium in Poco-graphite} Tic, Sic

2) out gas rate of Poco-graphite, Tic, Sic

3) values of detrapping energies for the various damage site

TiC,C

4) the density of damage site

5) those dependeゎce on the energy of injected bean】 and its

fluence

6) implantation profile

Table I

R Tokamak Parameters

Major radius

Minor radius

p一asma current lp

Maximum toroidal field BT

Injected beam power MB

Injected bea打I energy EB

2.1 m

O.6 m

l.5 ～1.8MA

5 Tesla

15 MM

120 keV
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Plasma-Wall Interaction

Noriaki =toh

Departmen七of Crystalline Materials Science

Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University

Nagoya 464. Japan

A brief survey is given On the present status of plasma-
■

wall土n七eract土on (pw工) empbasiz土ng.the available data compilation

and feas土b土1土七y of 七he data comp土1a七土on o王ava土1able data. 地e

PW= is important in three aspects: (1) fuel recycling, (2) impu-

rity generation and (3) possible effect on the wall properties.

The third aspect has not been emphasized to a large extent so

far but we touch upon this problem briefly.

PW= has been generally divided up into basic processes shown
in Table =. The data compilation of each of these problems has

been attempted but it has been realized that the data compilation

could be carried out only when we understand the mechanisms to

some extent. Moreover, recently attention has started to be paid

on potential synerglSmS between each process listed in Table =.
●

=n this review we first take a different approach. on PW=,

which may be convenient to analy2:e the present status of under-

standing of the mechanisms as well as the synerglSmS. =n this
●

approチCh ye consider balances of particles (mainly ions) and

energies ln the PW= processes. =n the particle balance we con-

sider all incident ions (H, D, T, 0, C) from the outside of the

wall and all atoms ejected from the wall ma七er土als. 工n七be

energy balance the energy brought from plasma in the form of
●

kinetic energies Of ions, electrons and photons should be con-

sidered. Most part of the energy may be converted just to heat

七be wall. bu七a considerable part. wh土ch 土s of primary concern

土n七he presen七con七ex七′ w土11 cause ejection of atoms (spu上土er土ng■.,

desorption and de-trapping) from the wall and various stages of

the radiation effects in the wall. e.g. defect creation, radi-

ation-enhanced diffusion e七c｡ A series of k土ne七土c equa七土ons

dealing with the energy and particle balances may be constructed

and can be used as a wall modeller.

●

,｡sit≡言n…芸a誌≡志望琵k三三gt三宝ef……孟r,.g書芸…cr三…喜n空言≡xacrf皇cat;言nl…n孟e;f
●

the kinetic energy of atoms composing the wall. By virtue of

recen七 developmen七of七he experimental and 七heoret土cal studies
=

of the stopping POWer for ions, a reasonably accurate evaluation

of the density of the electronic (inelastic) and atomic (elastic)

energy deposition on the wall can be made. Electrons and photons

may convert its energy only in the form of the electronic excita-

tion. The next problem is to evaluate quantitatively the effects

七hat 王ollow七he energy depos土七ion. ℡he effec七s 土n wh土cb we are

interested are sputtering, desorption, detrapplng, Chemical re-
■

action, segregation, dissolution, diffusion of impurities eec.
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On the particle balance, prediction of the behaviors of

energetic ions or atoms (above 100 eV) in the wall can be made

with a reasonable acc'uracy again by virtue of th.e atomi.c co_i_1i-

sion theories. Behaviors of thermalized impurity atoms are

solid strate problems: diffusionr binding with impuritiest eva-

poration, tlnermal segregation etc. We note again most of these

properties are influenced
.by

radiation. The behaviors of low

energy atoms (below 100 eV) are unexplored.

●

Based on the arguments made above we examine each basic

process. =n table ==ク We list factors that determine each basic

process under three categories: co11isions, solid state property

and rad土a七土on effect.

(1) Reflection; Reflection

more 七han -100 eV i.s 王a土rly well

coeff土c土ents have been expressed

mulae.i) The dependence on the

dependence of reflected ions may

The behaviors of low energy ions
●

and detrapplng.

of 土ncident

understood ｡

土n 七he form

incident angl

be evaluated

are related

H+I D+ with energies

The total reflection
●

of emplr土cal for-

e and the angular

by computer codes｡
to the trapping

(2) Accomoda七土on and desorp七土on= Adsorp七土on of 土‡npur土七土es

on the surface is a solid-state problem, which has been exten-

sively s七ud土ed.2) Effec七･ of co-existence of two kinds of atoms

(e･g･ H2 and 02) ar? not known very wel1･3) Electronic excitation

and elas七土c collislOnS W土th 土nc土dent 土ons are known to cause

desorption,･ it may alst) enhance dissolution into solids or other
● ●

呈喜e冨三cc芸き芸≡…冨t三E:;
e≡ce;諾七三冨≡Ⅴ喜yae三e{rfra;:l…h…::a.Fla:i…:e…諾?ifsDesorp七土on by elas七土c coll土s土ons of 土ons may be factorized 土nto

the (-1astic stopping power, Probability of the kinetic energy
●

being transferred from the host atoms to the impurities and the

binding energy of the impurity at the surface. =f the probabili-

ty of the host-impurity energy transfer is low, the direct ejeC-
●

t土on of 土mpur土t土es by 土nc土dent 土ons will be important.

(3) Trapping and detrapping: Most fundamental problems in
● ●

trapping and detrapplng Of hydrogens are the number of the trap-
= コ

ping Sites in the lattice and the stability of trapping. Various

other processes are 土nvolved, however. rad土at土on-induced modif土-

cat土on of the s七abil土七y. thermal and rad土at土on-enhanced d土ffus土on′

trapping at lattice defects, reaction of hydrogen with other
●

impurities etc･ Thus we need more
extensキve

data compilation

on thermal processes concerning hydrogen in metals. =t is also
interesting to note recent observation that motion of hydrogen

土s enhanced by electronic excita七土on｡5)

(4) Sputtering= Sputtering in monatomic solids has been
●

charac七er土zed reasonably well and emplrical equations have been

suggested. According to the Sigmundls formula the sputtering

yield is proportional to the elastic stopping power and the
●

binding energy of atoms at the･surface. This is one of the most
'

simple case 土n wh土ch 七be --e王fecモー● 土s a linear func七土on of depns-

-10-



ited energy. This is the reason why the data compilation has

been successful.6)

Sputtering of alloys is much more complex. =t is known

that, because of the thermal segregation and radiation-induced

segregation, the composition near the surface is not necessarily
the same as that in the bulk. Thus the surface composition should

be carefully analyzed in･ order to understand the relation between

the sputtering yield of each component and the deposited energy.
=t is also suggested that the composition change at the sur.face
induces composition change at grain boundaries located relatively

deep from the surface. The chemical sputtering is concerned

w土七h the
chem与calreac七土on (e土七her thermal?r rad土a出on一土nduced)

and 七he bebavlOrS Of the reaction products ln 七he bulk and a上

the surface.

工七 土s clear that most of 七he basic processes of PW工. except

the ion-induced reflection and the sputtering of monatomic solids,

are complex m土Ⅹ七ure of the various thermal processes and rad土at土on-
induced processes in solids as listed in Table Z=. The compi-

lation of existing data on thermal processes involving hydrogen

will be useful｡ Fur七her unders七and土n9 0王 each process may be

accomplished if the experimental data of the effect of elastic

and inelastic energy deposition on well-characteri2:ed solid-states

is accumulated. One of the main objects of the data compilation

is to provide useful data for plasma modellers′ 土n which particle

balance and energy balance at the surface and in each segment of

materials should be treated.
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PARTZCLE REFLECTION

Tatsuo Tabata

Radiation Center of Osaka Prefecture, Sakai, Osaka 593, Japan

r

i. MECHANエSM AND RELEV且封T PARAMETERS

When an atomic particle impinges On a SOlid, it unrdergoes a series of

elastic and inelastic collisions with the atoms of the solid. As a result of

a large-angle elastic scattering or a cumulative effect of multiple collisions,

the particle may emerge from the incident surf'ace in a state with positive or

negative charge, or as a neutral atom. This phenomenon is called reflection or

backscattering.

℡he characteristics of reflection are governed by the characteristics of

both scatter土n9 and energy loss of七he particle in the medium. Further details

of tile_ meChanism will be touched in see. 4.

Let us define.I

r 'E

'…三te塁こ;三三鮎ま……;芸…n;三Ed三三=n三≡…………≡;…三吉芸h…望;≡;…莞壬;王…三…:p:5n::lna:
●

the colatitude 0 and the longituae 中. and leaves the surface with-

cbarge state 1.

where

ユニi二;
for negative charge state

for neutral state

for positive charge state.

:……nf::…tf…;:i;三….,o;n中去r三三t≡coこ
, ol?と

(1)

(2)

thus defined is called differential reflec-

is difficult to have thorough knowledge on

the differential reflection coefficient, and it is ･1=eful to have some other

parameters defined by the integral of the differential coefficient.

Some important integral parameters are =

the nuznber- (or particle-) reflection coefficient

㌔(E｡, Oo) - HE, 8′ ¢･土; Eo, Oo)dEs土nOdOd中･

the energy-reflection coefficient

1

RE(E｡･ 00) - ‡
i=-1

Er(E, 0･ *･ i･･ Eo･ eo)dEsinOded./Eo I

the mean fractional energy of reflected particles

rE(Eo･ eo) -

㌔(Eo･ 8o)/RN(Eo･ 8o) ･

-14-

(3)

(4)

(5)
●



the normalized angu-1ar distribution of reflected particles integrated over

their energies

1

FA(0･中･･E.I e.) - ∑
i=-1

r(E･ 0･中, i･･ Eo･ Oo)dE/R1_V(Eo･ Oo) ･

the normalized energy distribution of reflected particles averaged ov亡i-
I:.u

ejection angles

1

FE(E･･E.I 00) - ∑
土=-1

r(E･ 0･ *･ i･･ Eo･ Oo)sinOdedO/RN(Eo･ eo) ･

(6)

(7)

Other parameters of interest are:

the charge-State fractions

l

fc(E, el中,i･･E｡･ 00)-r(E, e･¢･ i･･E.･ 0.)/∑ r(E, 0･¢･i･･E｡･ 0.)

土ニー1

(土 =

-1,
0, 1) . (8)

Zn the studies of the reflection coefficients of ior)占. the reduced energy
E defined by the following equation is usually used;

E ≡ 32･5EoH2/[(Ml+M2) (Z12/3+z22/3)zIZ2] (Eo in keV) , (9)

:nh:rteh:lt:::e:2ata::.the
masses and Zl and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the ion

2. RELEVANCE TO PW=

Reflec七土on of particles from the walls of fusion dev土ces 土s relevan七to

the process of recycling, which affects the balance of particles and ener9y土n

plasma with importance equal to magnetic confinement.

Howel) has土nd土cated tbat土n a tokamak w比h a limiter reflection accounts

for 80 to 90% of recycling with re-emission providing an additional 10 to 20%.

3. AVAILABLE DATA BASE

3.1 Coverage Need

The

generally f三芸≡:;;.f15y…;o器望oaニ望2三宝至
isotopes from the plasmas to the.wall are

′ and 七he flux of bel土um土s an order of

magnitude sma11er･. Therefore, the data on reflection of hydrogen and its

isotopes are of primary importance,･ the data for helium, of secondary.

The energies Of these particles are ranging from several eV to a hundred

Rev with the energy distribution peaking within the range from a hundred eV to

i keV (for example･ se?
Fig･ i)･ For primary energies above 10 Rev, fluxes to

the wall should be small and the reflection coefficients also becomes small,

-15-



so tba七 da七a on reflection are

primarily nee

below 10 keV.
*d

for energies

r

3.2 也aterial Present1 且va土1able

Exper土mental data on reflec-

tion of hydrogen, deuterium and

helium ions Incident on various

materials are mostly in the range

of'energleS from i to 50 keV.

Various parameters of interest

have been covered.

Data production by computer

simulation has been made down to

an energy of 10 eV.

3.3 Available Com endia

l

I

CI

Vl

■}

●∈
こ1

⊃

tlL

101 て02 10ユ

Encrgy (tV)

Ⅶ▲ IOS

Fig. i. The calculated energy

spectrum of charge exchange neutrals

from ATC for a high-power beam-heated

d土scbarge (ref. 2; cited from ref. 3).

Mashkova5) has recently given an excellent review article on RN and RE Of

light ions.

There are three maコOr compilations of data on reflection:

oRNL-5207/R1･ 1979 (ref･ 6) Section D･5･･ RN･ RE･ angular and energy

distributions, and charge state-fractions.

effec三p≡f9三三至芸a三…7≡｡三;:fi｡三と:詣;r;夢`a:;tmri…:;;gi:sr敷
エPPJ-A凹-18, 1981 (ref. 8)

formulas proposed.by Tabata et

some examples of七he

charge-state fractions.

;a;守,9苧E
and rE COmPared with the empirical

3.4 Rel土abil土ty of Data

m.st琵…q:…三;;;
;三s皇Tee…a三言et…;0:T.i;≡e言o;:pe諾e:≡;三e三a三;;:l≡寧i;…dr蓋1ie

≡;'笥Ii;na:≡ta聖子ea芸…怒≡;王ed;≡;to:h?;r.Vl……警r喜rr;m.tfh;h…怒三c;三ef;Tulas
this range.

3.5 Applicability of Data to Real Machines

=n real plasma machines the surface of the walls continually suffers

erosion and deposition of materials such as hydrogen isotopes, oxygen, carbon

and metals. Therefore, it is necessary to know the effect of these modifications

of the surface on the characteristics of partic:1e reflection.

have Tb≡…ne…三;ce三;i冨三tes芸r:;c…芸gi:::;ヲl
oxide layers

a?a hydroge2o野en諾…tionand computer simulation.

results show that these effects reduce the values of RN and %,
by 20 to 60%･

Further study on modified surfaces are 'considered necessary.

-i6-



4. TECfIN=QUES FOR PREDICTING, EXTRAPOLATING AND =NTERPOLATエNG DATA

4.1 ℡beoretical A roaches

Two asyTnPtOtic theories have been developed to treat the reflection of

light ions from solids. One is the transport theory, in which the reflection

is treated as an essentially multiple process by solving the kinetic Bolt2:mann

equation. The other is the single-collision model. =n this model, a particle

is assumed to r[tove along straight lines in the target both before and after its
■

三;tf三…;t三器r三;三三:dv慧a:l書l:≡主es;;三≡;鮮三;こ:n｡芸三ta空n…dt;志七;三o='re冨三int冨tf≡;㌔∫

■
J■

:Exp…nr;m:語ea;≡;;;mef三;res;3. Th孟……i…;軒芸assh冨:v…l;;…宝e;三:oi三f;三言e;琵e慧1isi｡n
=

model in which the angular deviation caused by multiple small-angle collisions

is taken 土nto account.

The 14onte-Carlo simulation also serves as a useful method for predicting

the data on reflection. =n most of computer simulations, binary collision

approximation has been used. We11-known codes are出ARLOWE, TAVERN and TRIM.

From the point of view of modeling the solid, approaches of the computer

simulation are classified into a lattice model, a dense-gas model and a nliquid"

model. To simulate an amorphous solid with a lattice code, the basic groups of

三≡cek…;nt弼eh;…r:;三:;;t;言ts:三d;三f;erc…;.tnat三…≡e三:;e芸es;:三…s三;;negc;三tl三;≡;n三こ｡gas_
●

三三芸…rc:三三ssこsa…三f望;;e三:::dl三h;三et……
s三三tf≡?reEn≡…s…:inth;t

s…;野a≡三;ecra‡…喜a三三三:;ted
small discrepancies be.ヒween the results of TRIM (a liquid-like code) and MAnOWE

(a lattice code). However, the agreement between the results of experiment and

ta≡…三…a:yf.坤e7FR三笠;:…t慧Ld?T;a三;;g.T;h…;;e…;≡;;n:pb三….:喜監………;≡?r;T;nta1

4. 2
.ZLn.alyt_ical

Representatioris

姐kerman17) has analyzed his Honte Carlo results to propose empirical

……≡…:::≡菜巧;:……
･e:.≡…,≡.蒜t:義;ef;;:iel:5:a:o

g善言;三茄'kfro=dOrEtOasa
● ●

l':,ら:;nd;言芸h:≡;≡……n?;;;:e?:
≡;l芸三;:et;n言xS;器;油oi8;･･ a;rae

ff;nn…三i;:lOi…ioyEo
I

The angular distribution FA(0･･ 0･ Eo･ OO) is well represented by the cosine

law in most cases.

The energy distribution FE(E･･ Eo･ 00-as been approximated by Hovel) as

FE(E･･ Eo, 00) =

where E 望I keV.

p

2E/(ln【l+(Eo/Ep)2] (Ep2+E2)) E三Eo

O ヱ>Eo′

-17-
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1Q-2lQ-3 10-J 100

REDUCED ENERGY

訟…官
F土g. 2.

′ 00) o王 計王≡R;三三とand
ed･as a function of the

reduced energy F.. 0: exper-

imental data for C, A1, Si,

Ti, stainless steel, Ni, cu,

Ag, W, Au and Pb,･ A: experi-

mental dat'a for Nb, Mo and

Ta,･ curves: the empirical

formulas of Tabata et a1.

for Fe (the upper of each

pair) and Nb (the lower)

(from ref. 9).

5. DEFICIENCIES
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(i) The empirical formulas for A" and R【 should be checked and improved for

energleS below 1 汝ev.

saturま三とdE:yt!;.a…einonc.ann三e芸;窒ar;;…nnt;三三o芸｡ojsuR!f;:≡sR!｡三::e冨a三三≡;諾…i;三;eご喜tahr…needed.

(3) A refined analytical representation for the energy distribution is

needed.

tic

e三≡三,;n;三言t三諾Ira;P芸;≡;:三…三諾:三sf7ra}Rlexニ:三l三宝｡;…三三;nn≡三:;三塁;三三t;三三hf;;alis~energy and a cosine･ distribution for angle) would be of use.

=n relation to item (i), JacksonTs work20) should be noted. He used a

器;p芸e;m;::ugllnatgio=諾clnal;芸ela;:e…望n……d｡きs:…flalc三ona…tご三……i;:erf;≡;言.le冨芸ethan
results have indicated that the surface trapplrlg energy from 5 to 20 eV

significantly modify both the magnitude and the functional behavior of

㌔′and that such surface fields must be taken into account in models

energy reflection processes. ｡芸Nl
:A:a
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Sputtering-material removal rate

Ryuichi Shimizu

Department of Applied pbys土cs′ Osaka Un土vers土七y

The basic processes of sputtering is considered as fo11ows･.
●

When an incident projectile impinges On a target, a Certain amount

of kinetic enery is transfered to target atoms though elastic scatter-

ing between the incident and target atoms. =f this energy transfered

to the target atom exceed displacement energy, the target atom moves
■ I

out from the orlglnal site undergoing similar scattering processes

as does 七be 土nc土den七 proコeCtile.
●

This results
in so-called collision cascade. Some of recoiled

atoms generated in the collision cascade reach the surface to escape
from the surface as sputtered atoms if their kinetic energies are

■

large enough to overcome the surface barrier.

This sputtering is measured by the sputtering yield as the mean

number of atoms removed from a bombarded surface per incident particle,

Y -
atoms removed from 七he surface

l

土nclden七proコeCtile .

[I}inear Cascade Regime]

(i) Theoretical expression of Y

Sigmund theory based on linear transport equations is well known

to describe very well the general features of the sputtering in linear

sputting regime, leading to the equation

y -

o.o42=叫 (i)
ロs

for E))Es･

..qlis

constant given by the ratio of masses of the inci-

dent proラectile(M1) and
ー~〉U~ ~--~-〉一IL bl`lLー-

)S
-▲J

for sublimation energy.

t…三;;a7c…t呂琶三芳至と;energy which is usually tak

Sn(I) is nuclear stopping

energy which is usually takencross-section and U【 the surface

Yamamura has shown that an extention of this theoretical treat-
●

ment for energy region Where the above assumption E)>Es no more holds

leads 七o

y -

o.o42坐聖空吐sn(E) 【 i-(Eth/E)i/2】 (2)
U≦.;

where Eth is the threshold energy･

This equation is the same as that derived first by Matsunami et
■

a1. semi-empirically as described below.

-20-



(2) Semi-empirical expressions of Y

Bohdansky et al have found the semi-empirical expression
●

y = 5･5 Ⅹ 10-3 Q(E/Eth)1/4 【 i-(Eth/E)】7/2

with

Eth/Us
= i/{(i-y), for M1/M2之5

-

8(M2/M1)-i/3, for M2/H1<J

(3)

(4)

芝…s岩詣?主Hn…,iHh……諾ヲImental
data for such light incident proコeCtiles

L A II
I

l
- t II

t
I

1 4 t
lI

A J

factor '-

4HIT2''Ml.M冨'主冒.yield
factor and { the energy transfer

Matsunaml et a1, on the other hand, have semi-empirically
●

derived an expression

y =

o･o42些"2/"ILsn(I) [ i-(玉th/E)i/2]
ロ

S

(5)

from the experimental data over 190 cases. This equation describes

the sputtering yields for heavy incident pro.1eCtile as well and

cover the l止gherenergy region with considerable success. Concerning
■

e?,…e?望si喜真空/望≡
;.?l≡.?ふょヲ)

they have proposed, as the best fit･ the

-

o･1019.0･0842(H2/Ml)0;9805 for M2/Ml(2･163

and

≡

-o･4137
+ 0･6092(M2/Ml),0･1708 for

M2/Ml 〉 2･163･

Mh'Us'T
4･143 + ll･46(M2/H1)-0･5004

for M2/朗1く3･115

5･809 + 2･791(H2/M1)
0.4816

(6)

(7)

for M2/M1> 3･115

Figure i shows how the Eq. (5) describes the sputtering yields obtain-

ed for Ni. The best fit values of c(and亨 obtained are plotted as

a function of M2/Ml in Figs･ 2 and 3, respectively･
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【 Won-linear Cascade Regime】

=n the linear sputtering regime described above the sputtering
●

芸三三三三a語琵…p冨芸誌ot:…王n吉o,≡.?三≡皇;."諾冨三芳eきチn芸.arr器…三三三三…ヲt岩…s…;du琵er_
ing of largeZ materials, particularly of low sublimation energy, with

heavy ions can no more be considered to be due to linear collision

cascade. ℡hose sputterings out of linear sputtering regime is called
=

non-1inear･ sputtering.

Assuming that atoms in spike caused by collision(non-linear)
cascade have velocity distribution according to Maxwell distribution

Sigmund has derived the sputtering yield in non-linear sputtering
■

regime aS

Y ニ
FD(0)℃

(3 M2Es)
1/2

exp(- 3Us/Es) (8)

FD(0) is the density of energy deposition at the target surface and T

the average containment time per spike.

Kita2:Oe et al have proposed another model assuming the genera-

tion of shock wave and obtained the expression suggesting

y " sn(E)3/2 (9)

Even though those theoretical expressions describes some aspects

of qualita七土ve 七endenc土es in non-linear sput七erin9. tbere 土s consider-

able uncertainty as to theoretical evaluation of the sputtering yield
●

in this regime.

[ Sputtering yields of Alloys and Compounds ]

The main complication in the suttering of multicomponent target

土s 七bat the components are not always sputtered of sto土chiometr土cally.

The result of this, called preferential sputtering, is that the com-

position of an alloy can change in a certain depth range beneath the

bombarded surface and eventually a sta七土onary state may be reached

where the composition of the flux of sputtered articles reflects the

bulk composition.

Thus this stationary state allows us to assess the sputtering

yield of polyatom土c materials.

With repect to theoretical approach to the sputtering of binary

medium in linear cascade regime, Andersen and Sigmund have derived
●

in approximation for E≫五o, the sputtering yield ratio

yI CI SOL( Uo2)

Y2 C2S12(ロo1)
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Then

where C

for ⊥-a

for an

- (a)2m(a)i-2m王or ml= m2= m.

(ll)

至三芸t三三諾ett2t;arayj三aJtgi:?･lコI

th? surface potential'is
the concentration of i-:??ml:ndth:0;t.,pingCr.SS_SeCti.n

Direct consequence of the above equation is th早t the lighter com-

floweverp since m is

冨………un:a:b王;n三三a三言b冨<s芸u<t吉子芸:dt吉1fsefeefrfee?cttiallslylessprom.unced than that

caused by different surface potential.
An simple extention of Monte Carlo simulation have also been

done for binary alloys by Shimizu. The result has described the

preferential sputtering in pt-Si alloy with considerable success,

leading to conclusion that large mass defference between the components

is main factor causing the preferential sputtering of Si-atoms.

However, this approach can not explain the preferential sputtering

in Cu-Ni alloys even though fairly large surface potential was assumed.

Those collision cascade-calculations, both the analytical and

computer simulation, have been done so far for homogeneous multi-

component systems. Most measurements, however, were done at steady

state region Where so-called altered layer is formed and the surface
=

layer concerns the sputtering is no more homogeneous. Thus, calcula-

tions for such a multicomponent target having composition change in-

depth as the altered layers observed are highly required
for assess-

ing the sputtering yield.

Concerning oxide materials Kelly and Ram measured sputtering

yields of both metals and their oxides. Their results indicate

that the sputtering yield changes drastically from metal to its oxide.

℡beir results are shown 土n ℡able 工.

エn the cases of alloys, on七be o七ber hand. no such a systemic

measurement of sputtering yields has yet to be done to my knowledge･

seavek主r辛;三n≡?imizumeasureq
the sputtering yield of Cu~"i･alloy for 500

The sputtering Yield was less than sputtering Yields

of both pure Cu-and Ni-target and rather agrees well with the result

of evaporated Cu-Ni alloy film obtained by Ho.

Furthermore =SS-measurements of uppermost atom layer of the

bombarded surfaces have shown tbat 七h~e compos土t土on of the uppermost

atom layer is almost the same as that of the bulk even though the

surface composition obtained by AES under the same condition is clearly

of Ni-rich, as reported by Okutani et a1. and by Schwartzfager et a1･

Consequently those results suggests that the sputtering yields

of alloys can not be simply estimated from the sputtering yields of

sample-components.
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E/Elh

Fig. I Energy dependence
oE the sputtering

yields of Ni target for H (×). He (⊂). Ni

(○), Ar (△) and
Xe (冒) ions. The )field

and energy are norrnaliヱed by P-0.042/

U. and Eth.
respectively.

The dashed line

represents eq. (5).

Fig. 2 The α-parameters as a function of the

mass ratio M21Ml, Where M2 and
Ml are

the masses oE target atoms and incident ions･

respectively･
The

solid
line is drlWr by

smoothing the averaged values･ Ⅳ･ultiplying

the averaged values
by l･3 and

O･7･ broken

lines are ira.wn. The theoretical values
are

shown
by the dot･d8Shed･
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Fig..3 Theぞ-E.h/U, parameter as a function

of the mass ratio M2/Ml, Where M2 and

Ml are the masses of target atoms and

incident I:っns,respectively.
The solid line is

, drawn blV Smoothing the averaged values.

Multiplyi1:g the averaged vallユeS b)･ 1. 3 and

O. 7, broken lines are drawn.

Ta.ble 1 Sputtering yields of oxides and their

netals under lOkeV Kr'･ion bombard･
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char監e､ Qtlanttn State and Energy p叫串9nS Of =mpur阜阜皇阜室

ReleasJ,～d irL Plasna-Wall ITlteraCt王on Procegs色Si '虫

Dieter u. Grueれ

Chenistry Division

Argonne National Laboratory+ ArgonrLe> 】ユ6043ウ} USA

l!ost present day fusion plasma eXPeritnents and reactor design sttJdies

involve hydrogen plastnas confined by strong tnagnetまc fields･ Due亡o cross-

=-ield diffusiorL and other reasons, confihenent is no七pL2rfect so thaLt en色r･8etic

plasコa Par亡iclesも血ard linitersナWalls and Other structtlral components of the

aachi･ne･ Releas苧Of hi主h Z impurities severely limits achievable plasma

paraeヒers and nay in fact pfeven亡igrLition temperattireきfrcln being reactled

之S reactor like corLditions are approached. These questions require the

u亡,=os亡SCm亡iny in order to develop effective ltnpurity control methods･

The differen亡pQSSible erosion processes leading to inpuyity iTltfOduction

are: (i) Spu亡tering by D, T,罷e, itnpurity ions arid rleutrOnS; (2) Arci喝

be亡汀een the plasma and various surfaces; (3) Thermal pulses leading to locaレ

ize丘pc･/er deposition and resulting in eva?oration arid surface cracking; (4)

工こつ1之ユ亡a亡ion of plaszna particles leading to blistering, etnbri亡tleraertt or
■

こhedcal erosiorL. Tne latter Process is aided by photon, electron'ion bon-

'oarまコeユ亡and tetnperatu･･一･e excursions re5ultihg iTl deso叩tiorL Of chemical re-

action products.

The total erosion rate due to all the variousL PrOCeS9e5 acting in concer亡

is o_I iニpOrこance for determining valュ lifetまmes. hpurity levelsもo甘eVer depeTld

in亡eとail on tile nature Of the released products, their eTlergies, angular,

spatial and tet3pOral distributions

エn c･rder 亡o und色rStand 亡he overall

si亡er each impurity release process

geコeric clnaracteristics such as the

uこ三〇?_s of irT_puri亡ies are co芯血On tO

roles in deこemining the fr如ti.ons

TJaY in-LO the plasma, cause serious
CeSSeS.

For eL･anple, the charge state

its I-ate iTt the. region between the
●

as well as on various transpor亡mechanism5.

impurity problem,
i亡まs necessary I:a corl-

separately arid in 丘et:ail. However, cer亡ain･

charges, quarL亡u屯S亡ates and energy disc:rib-

all release nechaT止stRさand play ln?Ortant
●

of the erosion products whict一, by making 1:heir

plasma energy los5eS through radiar_ive pro-

of ttle iznpurity species largely de亡erTB王nes

Wall or limiter and the plasma edge. TtluS,

rT-elJ=ral i1-i;purities nay travel several cn before being ionized vet-y quickly
~

･1POニen亡crirT.g the plasma edge. The influence of the unipolar stleath potential

女TJorT･{
performed under the auspices Of the Division Qfぬgn色t:ic FusiorL EてIer各y事

■

i.I S･ Department of Energy
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is exerted only within a very short distaTICe Of the surface and therefore has

no effect on neutral
itnpurity atoms. Rowever, calcula亡ions st10W that secorLd-

ary ions emana亡ing fr甲tbe liniter surfaces vまth kirLetic
energies less than

the sheath potential will have essentially 2iCrO probability of traveling
more than a few Debye lengths (10~2 cn) before being redeposited. Similarly,

f .

secondary lens Originating at the firs亡wall are redeposited as a result: of

ttle deflection produced
by the toroidal nagnetic field. ‡mpurity influx

Would therefore be substantially reduced for
ejected tnaterial possessirLg a

bighまon/neutral ratio.

Tne energy distribution is a function of ttle Charge atld quantum state of
I:he itnpurity as well

as t:he erosion process which gave rise to i亡.工n turn,

impurity energl) distribu亡ions profoundly influence impurity transpor亡in the

critical region between the surface of origin and the plasTna ease.ェn the

following sections, more detailed considerations ¶丘11 be given to these various

parameters aS they relate to sputtering only because more is hovn about this

particular erosion process. =t should be kept in nirLd, however, that much of

what is said applies, nutatis nutandis, tQ the other erosion processes which
have been emnerated above.

Wben solid surfaces are bombarded by energetic iotlS, the亡Otal yield,

ST} Of spu亡亡ered particles包ay be expressed as

央

sT=Sq+S+.s.∑s･.=ST 1 1

where the partial yields are SOニgrOur･d state neutral atoms; S十=訂Ound
Jし

state positive ions; S~ ≡

ground state neg早tive ions; S王= neutral or ionized

.s}i!

excited atotaic spec)I.es in the ith state; ニneutral, )I.orLized or exci亡,ed

tnolecular species･ For the purposes of thTIS discussiort} ST is taken亡O be

unity in
all cases.

We will now examine the tnagrLitudes of the partial yields to be expected

under conditions relevant to fusio打tnaChまnes. Depending on亡he na亡erial

and chemical co山P'ositiop_ of the surface, the principal spu亡亡ered species can be

either neutral ato7nS Or畠ingly ionized positive ions･王n the case of nDS亡

atonically clean metal surfaces, the predotninant yield is So (>0_95).
Special surfacesi Can be prepared however, (a.g. nonolayer coverages of allt(i-'1j'.

metals on tne亡al subs亡rateS) for
Which

S+ is the predominan亡yield (>0.95) and

alk･ali natal rich surfaces tnay become of interest for fusion applications if

appropriate alloy sys亡ens can be developed. Because Ti 'is a struc亡ural or

各etter na亡erial in many Toka皿aks, it is of interes亡tha亡nonolayer coverages

:fi…芸y…sen｡:言｡三三;三三蒜c:n:≡:三n三三詰;:三f…三;t……:n蒜e21n;子宝o冒:ndF≡;9…h…;ear≡;慧● ●

one needs 亡O pay Particular attention to charge transfer processes a亡surfaces

Which control the charge state of the spu-Ltered species･

tqegatively charged species have been observed primarily as a result of

sputtering of oxides･ Because oxidic ceramic tnaヒerials
do not constitute

inportant structural components irk TokanaldSI the contr)'･bution of S~ to s is

small.
T

yields of excited atoms or ions,are much lower

than those of rLeutrais,
so, fo7: Species irk excited states with

energies 2 eV or more above ground･
Recent laser fluorescence data hotJeVer

_26-
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s'=.c',A that the fractions of aLtqnS S.Puttered in lover 1.yi..TIg申e亡asf:abl色さtateS

ca=1 be substarL亡ial. rurther780re, atOnSi S.Putterad irL f!i･帥.ene.rgy･ s･t:atesi

have large kin声tic enq･r8ies and ar色theiefore relatively 7nOre effective

in p皇netrating ttle plasna edge. Sputter虫唱in excited state.･3 Will ttlerefore
-De

COlつSidered ILL SOtneWhat nore de.tail below･.

The yields of嘩is generally very lo甘eXCep亡in casesi Where ct'.enical

spu亡tering of a pre如p.irLant Prt-1teSS (e.g. graphite bcrnbarded by･ DO or T)1'at

へる009c). me special case of chenical spu亡ter王ng fallsi Outside the scope of

tモIis review.

Tn'e Ton/h'eutral Ratios

由sbo- irL Fig･ i, the ionization coefficient A+ t!

S+/ST Varies by a

factor of ～106 depending on the elenent and on vhe亡her surfaces are Clean or

covered by oxygen･ There are substantial discrepancieさin published values

p己rS血1y due to u血oⅥ1 degrees of surface contamination even under high

curren亡density bonbar血erLt COnditions. In general,也ere is Gut)staT1亡まaユ

variation from element to element and fron th色Clean to th色O〉亡i,1i之ed state of

三glVen eletnent.

A number of theories which account for sotn皇aSpeCt'･S Of secoTldary iorl

eユission have been advanced but rLOne are COnPletely satisfactory. Because of
亡.I,･e reコarkable range of values for a+, one Tleeds to examine these theorie.q in

de亡ai1･ Several nechanisms of cぬrge transfer such as･ resonanceまGni乞ation,
e三e･&Cita亡ion and neutrali2:ation; Auger

neutralization or deexcitation; or

autoioni2ation processes mall be operative singly or in conbirLation.

Secondary iorL yie乙d8 Seem tO be ratherまnsensitive to the act:ual ioni冨-

a己iorT･ ℡eChanisms while the kinetic energy distribu亡ions contaiTl pO亡en亡ially

こ〇re information conceming these processes. One therefore wish色豆tO focus

三こter･こion on R+(E), the ioni之?tion co色fficien亡and i亡S dependence on energy.

Tne ionization probability a+(E) is defined by the relation

Ll+(E)
=

A+(E)N(E).

For sputtering by random collision cascades,

E 亡OS 0

L'(E) ～
e

(i-Eb)3 cos oi

(1)

(2)

･.･l･1ere Eb is the surface binding energyさ aPprOXi毘星亡ely equ孟1亡o the heat= of

s･lb1ヒation'and Oe and O･三re tも皇3･7T-gles of emission and iTiCidenc色. reSpeCト
1

…':;主yi,hi三三i芸a;;…r≡…芸空…?trS:eexahl:吉……;fP;aft:三r望まc2a呈n三｡::.?a:hl;;5h空三≡訟e:.謂.)
iT･VOlves calculating the ionization probability in the adiabatic appro苫intion,

assudng that the sputtered atom is initially in a
tleutL･a1, urLeXCit:色d 51:ate.

=-=1e.reSulti一喝eXPreSSion is:
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vhere王is the ionization potential; ¢ the曾Ork func亡iotl-I V the velocity;

a ～1.25 is a fittiTlg parameter, and a ～1.5 A. A mnber of alternaヒive form-

ulations for calculati喝R+ haveもeen advanced since the 1973 vork of Schroeer.

Although able to predict trends, these eo.nations canno亡もe tlSed I:o ratiotlali之e

the experinen亡ally neasured values･ 'Lt faust also be bone in nitld ttLat S=aa11
F

chaて唱eS in surface composition can drastically alter the distribution a皿0Ⅰ唱

sputtered products. Such changes occtlr readily because intended or tmintertded

surface modification occurs either as a result of surface con亡aninaこiott or of

the bonbardnent process itself. Careful control of surface co=一di亡ions tRtlS亡

therefore be co血birled with partial yield measurenents亡o give tl1亡inat:elf a con-

sistent data base against which to test the theoreヒical apparatus. Oaユ)･ in

this way will we enhance our krlOVledge of the various charge transfer processes

Which control the charge states and states Of exci亡atiorL Of the spu亡亡ered

species. Althoughweknow in a general vay that these processes are strorlgly
dependent on surface cQnpOSition a detailed undeでStarldi喝is lacki喝COnCerning

the basis for this extreme sensitivity to surface chenis亡ry.

王亡is here that Doppler shif亡1aser fluorescence
spectroscopyくLrS) can be

expected to tnake a fundanental and potentially
far reactling con亡ribu亡ion.

Laser-induced fluorescence can be used, in principle, to access ground and ex-

cited states of neutral and ionized atoms and molecules. tlsing this technique,

it becomes practical for the first tine, for example to tneasure velocity arid

angular distributions of sputtered neutral atoms and ions under the s£双書eX-

perinent:al corlditions while carefully noni亡Orir.g the chemical state of the

surface.

LFS has already been used to neasure fluxes arid energy dis亡ribueions of

inpLl_riT_? a亡ons (Fe, Ti, Al, Zr) in the laboratory and as art i･p_-s･=ねdiasnostic

on Tokanaks (APEX, -LSX, Doublet-工工t, ASDEX). Work using this techniqtle is also

being done in Japatl. lps provides a new and sensitive tne亡hod for determining

the charge, quan亡utn State, energy distribution, as well as the spatiユ1 arid

temporal evolution of impurities during a single Tokanak pulse･ A Wealth of new

and hitherto inaccessible data on these parameters Will becone available on a

real tine basis in operating fusion devices.

Excited Atozns

The yields of excited Taetal atoロs (energy levels
> 2

eV), are lop.･er by
王==

1-5 orders of tnagnitude compared
to those for ground s亡a亡e neu亡rals. The relative

yields of excited aeons display an approxirBately exponent:ial dependence on the

excitation energy･ Ttte nose inpor亡ant Characteristic of tlishly e={cited sputter-

ed atotns for iTnpurity introduction in Tokamaks tlOVeVer areヒheir vcr)thigh kineト

ic energies wllich are typically 2-3 orders of tnagnitude greater than亡arge亡sur-

face binding energleS･ This fact places excited atoms irk a
Class differerLt from

●

either Tleutrals
or ions since the velocities of the for7rter are Perhaps 10 tines

higlner than those of the la亡ter ttIO SPeCies･ Elec亡rOn, iorL and photo-ionization

processes are therefore tmch less efficien亡in shield)'･ng the plasma f【cFn deep

penetratiorL by these very energetic neutral impurity ace-JS･ Although pro血ced

irL relatively low yields, excited atotns can be expected very effec亡ively亡o be

亡rarlSPOrted亡o the inner
plasma reglOnS･

ET･Cited atom yi･131ds sl10W a marked correlation vまth chanrLeling and甘it:h the

angle of incidence. Yields fall wben亡he
ion bean is incideTlt On art Open
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crys･亡allographic
di･rectiQn.･ Yields increase vi亡h st}rface oxygen coverase

-
il

∵

and there na.y be句n electronega,tivi.亡y corz?ela.tion錦町i1年てtO ttlatニdemonstra亡ed

for
secondary.

ion SPtltter王n8･

The paucity of informationもoth as concerns･ yields and energy distributions

of sputtered excited ato7nS reflects the experinen亡al difficulties associated

With making these 7neaSurementS･･ Againき LFS offers the nose hopeful approach to

acquiring a good data base in this field.

The nechanisn for the production of sputt:ered atoms in excit:ed elect:Tonic

states must be one resultitlg in high kinet:ic etlergleS and therefore亡hermal

events, either inside or outside the solid appear to be ruled out. Furthertnore,

excitation withirL the s.olid is unlikely because a亡ons in excited s亡a亡es have

radii that are 2-10 tines as large as ground state atotns. A likely nechan王sn

itlVOIves random iTLelastic energy tranfer eitheL･ in the same collision leading

to sputtering of sllrface atoms or excitation in a binary erLCOunter jus亡beyond
the surface of atoms Which were co-sputt:ered'砿th electron exchange between

aヒotns as they pass each other. A better insight into the excitation tuechanisms

Will clearly be an inpor亡ant: side product of thes色Sヒudies.

Conclusions

Conventional wisdom has it that total sputtering yields correlate with high
Z-i7nPurity levels fotユnd in fusion plasnas. The charge, quant:um sta亡es and

energy distributions of sputtered a亡O,nS have been virtually ignored in these

considerations.王Lnpurity transport from the wall or li血ter to ttle plasma is

however strongly influenced by亡hese factors which may play
a crucial role in

determining impurity levels in the deepp_I plasma regions･ Prel王皿inary calcul-

ations have shotm that posit)A_vely charged
impurities would nosヒ1ikely be

redeposited on their surfaces of orlgln.
■ ■

The conditions leading to ､charged or excited state atom emission arid I:be

energy distributions of such species are reviewed. Techrliques for measuring

these quantities are discussed arid the need
for a tTider data base in ttlis field

is pointed ollt.
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U

Plot of the secondary ion fraction (a+) for forty two ele耶n亡s.
open symbols are for nonin'ally clean surfaces and filled

symbol.qare for oxygen-covered surfaces.
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CHEMICAL REACTION Am Ct王EMtCAL SPUTTER工NG

R. Y｣姐仏DA

Japan Atomic Energy Research tnstitute

1. tntroduction

Low-Z materials have been expected to be used for the first wall of plasma

confinement devices because of a large tolerance limit of con亡amina亡ion for

the plasma due to a small energy-loss by the line-radiation. Low-Z tnaterials

that contain carbon, oxygen, boron and silicon atoms are known亡o form gaseous

molecules, which have lower binding energies than the orlglnal surface atoms,
■ ●

by chemical reactions between incident hydrogen atoms or ionsand. surface atoms.

工亡1s essential that such chemical reactions are included into the evaluation

of亡be wall erosion in addition to physical sputtering.

The chemical reaction and chemical sputtering have been reviewed by some

authors [1-3]. This report will compile available data of shemical reaction

and chemical sputtering of carbon and carblde as a function of target temperature,

ion energy, ion dose and dose rate･

2. 工mpor亡ant parameters for the chemical spu亡

Tbe chemical sputtering occllrS at the surface of target as a res111亡 of

chemical reaction between the surface atomsand the energetic 'hydrogen ions

diffused from the implanted layer to the surface by ion enhanced and thermal

diffusion.. From the mechanism of chemical sputtering described above, it will

be dependent on target temperature} surface concentration of hydrogen and chem-

ical reactivity of surfa.ce.

The surface concentration of hydrogen is dependent on target temperature,

dose rate of incident protons and incident energy related亡o energetic-particle

induced diffusion. The surface reac亡ivま亡y is dependen亡 on the chemical nature,

vbicb vilュ be changed by bo血bardment wi亡b energetic ions. After all,亡be cbem-

ical sputtering yields must

(1) Target:

(2) 工nciden亡ion:

(3) Targe亡tempera亡ure;

(4) Cbemical nature;

(5) 工ncident energy:

(6) Incident dose;

(7) 工nciden亡 dose rate;

(8) Syne.rgistic effect･.

be measuL'ed as a function of the following parameters.

C, Tic, Sic, B叫C, BN, Si3NLl, A1203, etC.

H, D, T, 0.

room亡empera亡ure亡o 2000 C.

fabrication process, surface structure (crysta1-
lograpbic orまen亡a亡ion,topography, con亡amina亡ion).
tbermal energy亡o 100 key.

up to 1022/cm2

up亡o 1018/cm2 see.

co-operative phenomena between electron, energetic

ions and thermal hydrogen.

3. Available data of carbon ma亡erlals

3.1 Target temperature and surface structure depe_ndence

Among the lowIZ materials forming volatile compounds during hydrogen bom-

bardment,亡be erosion yields of carbon materials baveねirly well measured

by sev?ral laboratories 【4-9]･工n Fig･1and 2 are shown temperature dependence

of chemical sputtering yieldsand total erosion yields (physical plus chemical

sputtering) , respectively due to botrbardments with protons, which have been

measured up to 1978. The data of the maximum yield and the target temperature

at which the maximum yield occurs vary widely among the various authors. The

reasons of the scatter have been ascribed to tba亡 tbe yields depend on not the
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surface orientation but the fabrication process [4] or depend on the dose rate

of impinging protons [8].
The temperature and surface structure dependence of the chemical sputter-

ing have been measured by Yamada et a1.[9] using different carbon materials,

i･e･ , two kinds of pyroly亡ic grapbites, isotropic graph主よe and glassy carbon.
′

Ln Fig.3 are shown no major differences in the yields for different fabrication

processes and structural orientation. The result shcluld be ascribed to the

surface damage produced by ion bol血ardment making the various virgion structures

amorphous and any difference between the various crys亡allographic surねces

vanish.

The thermal atomic hydrogen also reacts with carbon and the erosion rates

depend on temperature, as shown in Fig.4. The rates are scattered over three

orders of magnitudeクand they are a factor abou亡102 to lO叫smaller than the

chemical sputtering yields. This difference is due to the difference between

trapping probability for energetic ions and the sticking probability for thermal

atomic hydrogen, and also due to different reactivities between non-irradiated

and irradiated carbon surface with energetic ions.

The erosion yields of themal atoms increase by more than an order of

mAgnitude if radiation damage is produced by irradiation with ions in the MeV

range [10], as shown in Fig.5, and various carbon materials exposed to the

same fluences of 1-2
MeV轄ions

display the same reactivity with atomic hydrogen

within about a factor of 3 for them [11].

3.2 工ncldent energy dependence

The energy dependence of the chemical sputtering yields has been investi-

gated by Roth et al.[4] using 0.7-3 keV tl+ ions, Braganza et a1.[7] using 5-30

key D+ ionsand Yamada et a1.[9] using 0.i-6 key H+ ions.工t has been shoⅥ1

in Fig.6 by Roth et a1. that the yield increases with decreasing incident energy

and that the yield correlates with the energy deposited in the surface layer,

which becomes tnaximunat incident energy of 150 eV estimated by nuclear col-

lision cross section formulated by LSS亡beory [12ト 工亡bas been shownまn Fig.7

by Yamada et al･ that the yield has the maximum at energy around 1 key. This

discrepancy may be ascribed by non-negligible number and energy of reflected

protons at low inci4ent energy[13].

3.3 工on dose de†)endence

me chemical sputtering increases with increasing dose un亡ま1亡be satura-

tion of the surface concentrationand the steady state of the chemical reacti-

vity are obtained. Fig.8 shows the dose dependence of chemical sputtering

yield at bombardments with protons whose energy varies from loo eV to 6 key.

Fig.9 shows thp_ dose dependence of the yield at subsequent bombardment of pre-

bombarded graphite with protons, which reveals that methane production behaves

;nie;dd…喜f…言;:tin:aim:言rt三rdbe冨芸diri慧e器諾;hh諾.t冒;芝so三.三…慧ニs乞msetattitOi芸arlSi 8

●

tl+/cn2 in the energy range used.

3.4 Dose rate depell.dence

工t hats been pointed out by Smith and Meyer [8] that chemical sputtering

yield decreases and optimum temperature increases with increasing dose rate

of protons as shown in Fig.10. The results obtained by Yamada et a1.[9] indicates

that the above two values are hardly dependent on ion dose at least less than

lO16れcm2 sec･工f a dose rate exceeds a ce比ain value, pres㌣ably
a dose

rate more than 1017 Ii+/cm2 see, the total methane produced by impinging protons

m土gbt no亡be propor亡まonal to the dose rate because of limitation of surねce

density of carbon atom. As there are no precise measurements of the dose rate
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dependence, iモis necessary to investigate it in very wide range of ion

dose rate.

3.5 Synergis亡ic effect

tt is important to investigate the symergistic effect of energetic ions,

electrons and atomic hydrogen with respect to chemical reaction with carbon in

order to es亡ima亡e the erosion rate under more realistic conditions. 工t has

been shown by Asby and Rye [14】 that methane production due to atomic hydrogen

まs enhanced by simultaneous bo血ardment with electrons･. me e血anced reaction

rate becomes greater 亡han 20 times the rate due亡o atomlC hydrogen only, as

stlOWn in Fig.ll. There is an electron energy dependence of the synergistic

effect, i.e.,亡be reaction rate increases drastically above 100 eV and becomes

saturated above 400 eV. Since these energies of electrons are quite lover

than the energy necessary for displacement of atomss the mechanisms of this

synergistic effect may beanadditional reaction pathway for methane production

opened by elec比on bol血ardment.

The meast!rement has been made of 亡he methane production of graphite dtle

to proton bombardment under thermal atomic hydrogen [15] , as shown in Fig.12.

It is important that the erosive actions of energetic hydrogeTl ions and atomic

hydrogen are additive, even after the equilibrium in the surface hydrogen con-

centration iJ5 eStablished during proton bombardment.

工t is necessary to investigate various kinds of synergistic effects in

order to understand the mechanisms which are useful for the estimation

of synergistic erosive actions at the first wall of plasma confinment devices.

4. Available data of carbides

4.1 SiC and恥C
A few data of chemical sputtering between carbides and protons are avai1-

able･ Temperature dependence for bulk Sic and BBC has been reported by Braganza

et al. using 20 keV D十ions [16]. The product_ion rates of CDq at恥C and Sic

are much smaller ttl_an the rates at carbon and also the optimum temperatures

are smaller than that of carbon,.as shown in Fig.13. tt has also been shown

by them that the production rate at Sic decays during deuteron bo血ardment,

which is attributed to the depletion of carbon in the surface layer of Sic, whereas

such a decay has. not been observed at B叫C･工t has been reported by Yamashina

et al.【17.18] that the depletion depends on the vacuum conditions, i.e., silicon

is sputtered more easily than carbon at clean Sic surface by proton bombardment,

whereas carbon is more easily sputtered than silicon at oxided Sic surface.

Total erosion yields of bulk and coated Sic measured by Roth et a1.[4] and

Some et a1. [19], respectively show no temperature dependence, as shom in Fig.14.

It has been reported by Veprek et al.【20] that恥C and Sic show no measurable

reactivity with atomic hydrogen at elevated temperature.

4.2 TiC

Energy dependence of total erosion yields of coated Tic has been measured

by Bohdansky et al.[21】 using 0.3-4 key 班+ ions a亡room temperature. It has

been shown by Brossa et al.【22】 that the yield at 600 C for 2 key tI十ions is

good agreement with the value at room temperature･ Energy) temperatureand

dose dependence has been recently measured by Yamada et al. 【23】, as shown in

Figs.15-17. The results show that there is little temperature dependence of

the yield and that the yield has maximum around 2 key and that there is strong

dose dependence at which pre-bombarded Tic, after being held in air or vacuum at

a certain interval, is bombarded with protons. The result may be attributed

to the reactivity of Ti with carbon impurity like CO.
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5. Conclusion

The following items are not wellunderstood and much investigation is

neCeSSary:

(1) dose rate dependence of chemical sputtering,

(2) aもsolute yields of components of alloy wbicb form volatile co叩Ounds,

(3) doBe dependence of yields of alloy, especially with respect to pre-
ferential sputtering,

(4) synergistic effect of the chemical reaction,

(5) modeland theory of chemical reaction and chemical sputtering.
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HYDROGEN TRAPPING, DETRAPP=NG ANT) RE-EMISSION

上-RON FUSION FIRST WALLS*

B. L. DOYLE
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Albuquerque, New Mexico′ T)SA

ABSTRACT

A review is made of the cuL･rent Statu$ Of both the data base

●

and understanding of processes which occur when hydrogen is injected

into materials. This review differs from previous ones because

equations pertinent to these processes are derived in order to

facilitate the assessment of the importance of the various plasma

and material parameters whiclヽ come into play･ The response of f7

inコeCted energetically into materials falls iiqitO four categories
■

which depend upon i) a simple analytic transport parameter W

whicTI Characterizes eitl-e† diffusion limited (W > i) or
･recombina-

tion limited (W く1) transport in the material and 2) the tempera-

■

ture, T, which determines the importance of damage trapplng･

★This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported

by the U･S･ Department of F:nergy under contract number Df:-ACO4-

76DPOO789.
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ェNTRODUCT工ON

Significant progre.9S has been made in the past ten years in

both th阜understanding and- in some cases. the control of the

plasma surface interacti･on (PS=) which occurs in magnetically

confined plasma devices such as tokamaks. =ndeed′ this increased

knowledge and the subsequent appreciation of PSI related problems

●

has a direct bearing on the design Of both present and future

fusion reactors.

The regions in the interior of a tokamak where materials-
●

related concerns are important are‡ 1) tlっe vac:ロum Vessel or

liner and 2) components which receive high power depositior:･ (i.e.,

concentrated plasma flux) such a$ 1imiters. In the first case,

conventional high vacuum materials are used such as Fe or Ni based

alloys. For these componer.ts the principle PS= concerns are Tl

trapplng′ build-up′ embrittlement. recycle and permeation together
■

with impurity generation caused by plasma-induced erosion･ For

the second case, the PS= problems listed above are still important,

but the primary concerns are impurity generatie)n and survivability･

These components are typically made or coated with
low atomic num-

■

her refractory materials such as C or Tic.

=n this review the plasma and material parameters important

to theローrelated PSI concerns are delineated by introducing an

integrated p-icture of hydrogen transport from a fusion materials

viewpoint. The problem is formulated in terms of a normalized

transport parameter. w. which results in a natural classification

of the bellaVior of円in materials based on two parameters= W and

temperature. An example of the use of this new concept to calculate
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H permeation, inventory and recycle under INTOR conditions is glVen
●

in Appendix a.

This review of H trapping, detrapplng and re-emission in fusion
● ●

first walls covers only a small part of the total PSI picturet as can

be seen from the diagram of f7 recycling in Fig. i. This flow dia-

gram illustrates a comprehensive plasma transport f=Ode by Hove(i)

which models kinetic reflection, thermal diffusion and hearn-in(弓uced

detrapplng in the wall.
●

In Hovels model. hot胃ions [1コ diffusing across magnetic field

lines eventually strike a l●imiter r2コand are all neutralized and

rein)ected into the plasma with -5 eV energy･ TJpon reentering the
■

plasma some of the H atoms <0%) are ioni2:ed [3] while others

(-40%) undergo Franck-Condon (FC) collisions or charge exchange

(cx) [4コ with hot H ions in the plasma, giving rise to flu又es ofー

both hot (CX -loots ev) and cool (FC -10 eV) f7 atoms [5コ which

strike the first wall. =t should be noted at this point that

tlヽis flux will be highly.assymetric (botll pOloidally and toroidally)

I WitTl the maximum being near the limiter･ Some of tl-e incident fl

atoms are reflected [6] from the surface back into the plasma

while tTle remainder penetrate [7コinto the material of the first

wal1. Of those 円 atoms which enter the ･Eirst wall. some may

become trapped at their end of range (Eon) [8] in damage eitTler

resident in the material or produced by the particle irradiation.

This trapping process may also result in the detrapping [9コ of H

isotope8 already pr･esent in the Wall. This d占trapped f7, along -

with any H which wa8 nOt trapped. diffuses and [10コ eventua11y

permeates either to the back surface [11], or the front surface [12コ
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or becomes trapped in the bulk [13]. upon reaching either surface

the H can recombine with another fl atom and be released a8 an H2

molecule七o re-enter the plasma [14] or the environment exterior

to the first wall [15].

The main scope of this paper
was to deal with H trapping,

●

detrapping and release processes [8,9 and 14],I however, in order

to get a more complete and accurate picture of H-recycling, wall

inventory and permeation flux, it was found necessary to consider

all of the processes which can occur once H has penetrated the

first wall surfa(コe [7-15コ.

Figure i can be used qualitatively to provide insi句ht on bow

material variables related to H affect important tokamak parameters.

Consider H recycling for the case where the wall traps or otherwise

retards only 0.1% of the CX or FC neutral flux. =n typical tokarnaks

tlTe COnfinement time is -1O ms whereas the pulses endure
- i

see. This means, crudely. that each H atom in the plasma strikes

the wall -100 times during each discharge. The probability tllat

a f7 gets trapped in the wall during the discharge is -i-･999100
= 10%F

whereas for a 0.2% trapplng COefficient this figure becomes-18!.
●

This example illustrates how sensitive the .'wall confinement," i$

on FI trapping or holdup.甘owe(i) has shown that neutral hearn induced

density clamping(2) is the result of a small decrease in the wall

recycle coefficient caused by the increased edge plasma energy during

neutral beam injection.
●

Another effect illustrated in Fig. 1 is isotope exchange. =f

Eon trapping [8コis appreciable. and the tokarnak has been opc,･rated

for a long period of time with just One H isotope, say prot且um, tTlen
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●

the near surface of the wall saturates with H. Upon changing the

working gas to deuterium (D), during the first stages of the D dis-

charge the detrapping [9コ which occurs in the w･a11 will be for fT,

which, as can be seen from the figure, can diffuse [10コ to the

surface and enter [14] the plasma. Thus the wall initially re-

cycle8 日. not D, thereby upsetting the isotopIC Purity of the plasma.
■

This effect has been observed in numerous tokamak deyices. (3-6)

The three primary H-material concerns in the PS= are also gra-

phically displayed in Fig. i, hamely= 1) plasma wall recycle

effects in Region 工. 2) n buildup in the wall (Region ==) poten-

tially leading to embrittlement and/or
a high rr inventory and

3) the possibility that R isotopes (i.e. T) can permeate t†1e Wall

and enter 七he environment in Reg10n =Z=. Because of its importance,
■

the PS= ha占been the
subject of several reviews

(1･7-22) to which

the reader is referred for further details.

EQUAT I ONS

A set of coupled differential equations can be useく弓 to represent

the concentration of hydrogen isotopes implanted into a solid. These

equations are glVen in Fig. 2 and the definitions of the various
●

●

parameters used in this report are glVen in Appendix A. These dif-

ferential equations are a hybridization of several theories(1･23-28)

plus a modification of the isotope exchange term in Eq_. (5) (the

second term) from that found in f7owe(1). This change is discussed

below. Equation 1 is Fick's second law for the diffusing H isotopes

with'a volume source rate due to implantation and a detrapplng
●

term,･ Eq. 2 defines the time evolution of trapped isotopes,･(24′27)
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Eq･ 3(i) the ev,.'1ution of empty, but activated, traps and 7:q. 4

describes the generation and decomposition of these FI traps. (28)

Eq. 5 gives the detrapping probability (both thermal and ion

induced)(i) and Eq･ 6 characteri乞eS the diffusivity. The boundary

condition in Eq. 7 is valid(25) for surface recombination kinetics,

and Eq･ 8 fo11ows from Eq･ 7 for large kr･ The i,Junction for kr

given in Eq･ 10 comes from Bashes.(29) unfortunately, no analyti-

cal solution to these equations has been found and therefore

relatively complicated computer codes must be used in the calcu-

1ations.(25,27,30)

Special cases of the equations in Fig. 2 are useful to gain

insight into i) the complex interrelationships which exist between

th占plasma parameters (i.e. flux and energy) and the materia1●s

parameters, i･e･ D. kr′ and 2) how both sets of these variables

affect important issues such as recycle time, T wall inventory and

T permeation flux through the wall. Figure 3 gives a schematic

工･ePreSentation of the potential, U(Ⅹ) that a円 atorn '.sees'' botll

in the interior arid exterior of A) an endothermic f7 absorber (f:s

+ ED > 0) and B) an exotllermic n mGLerial (Es + ED < 0) where

0 refers to the energy of a H2 molecule at rest･ The definitions

of ED, ET and Es are shown in this figure･ The three-dirnentional

representation is used to show the energetic preference for

releasing fi2 molecules rather than f! atom8 and hence the need to

consider recombination. An example of a H atom's trajectory in
■

this energy space is shown as the dashed line. The atom enters

with -10 eV energy but rapidly slows down due to atomic colli-

sions and comes to rest on the･ ''roller coaster●● 8haped potential
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surface. From thi8 pOint on, the H must exercise it5 mOtion

according to this energy surface and its own Maxwell-Bolt2:Tnann

(MB) distribution of energies. The MB bellaVior give8 rise to the

exponential terms given in Fig. 2. The H motion which i畠 eXeCuted

in the interior of the two solids is similar but the energetics

of release are quite different. In the endothermic case, two f7

atoms form a rnoleucle and enter the vacuum with exces-s energy,･

however, for the exothermic metal each H atom is forced to obtain

another Es worth of energy in torder to escape. This makes surface

recombination more difficult for th色 exothermic than for endotllermic

H materials.

If for the moment we neglect trapping and assume D 8c/8x<<

2okrc2･ a steady state (i･e･, 6ci/6t =

0)･ for Eqs･ i and 7 is given

in Eq. ll in Fig 4(25,26,31) from which Eqs. 12-15 can be derived.

When kr gets very large the boundary condition is better defined

by Eq. 8. =f we assume that the H atoms are implanted in a delta

function distribution at depth Rp･ the projected ranger (i･e･

G(Ⅹ) =叫6(冗-Rp)I then Eq･ i can be solved(32) yielding the

parameters listed in Eqs･ 16-20･ For the otl-er extreme when kr◆ 0,

no H can be re-emitted from the surface and hence the appropriate

boundary condition is Eq. 9. エf we assume tlle H is implanted just

at tlle Surface, then the terms listed in Eqs. 21-26 result. Another

important parameter is the time lag required before a stationary

state is set up. This has been written in Eq. 27 in Fig. 4.(33)

To include the effect of bulk trapping Of円in damage such as
●

dislocations.I grain boundaries or strain fields one can use the

McNabb a Foster equation(34,35) (Eq･ 28) which accounts for the
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reduced diffusivity through the introduction of an effective

diffusivity･ =n their present form it is easy to misinterpret

r

Eqs･ ll-28･ For example as kr+ co

Eq･ 13 states that c- = 0,

whereas Eq.･ 18 has -c芸叫Rp/2D･ =n order to rectify this

problem and to help determine the break between recombination and

diffusion limited kinetics the dimensionless paraTTteter W is defined

in Eq. 29 of Fig. 5. By defining reduced (primed) average口 con-

centrations, permeating fluxes and recycle times, which are

reduced relative to their diffusion limited values, the simple

J

equations listed in Fig. 5 result. Tbese equations will approxi-

mately account for either recombination or diffusion limited

kinetics. The W parameter is similar but not identical to the

wJ parameter defined by the Julich group.(25･31･36･37) rphe

parameters w and W' Share the same properties (Eq. 33) Which
I

govern whether diffusion or surface limited effects dominate the

'd transport. For example, it is easy to show from Wienhold′

et al･(25)I that when W < (Rp/Xo)2 H release becomes difficult

due to the small kr･

Anotlヽer assumption whicTT. allows a simple solution to Eqs. 1-4

is to let the trapping become so efficient that if any unoccupied
●

●

traps are locate(ヲ at the end of the円implant traコeCtOry the H

will be trapped. =f we further assume that the number of such

traps saturates at a value of nsat (#/cm3)I which is dependent

on the temperature and material, Eq. 34 in Fig･ 6 results(38)

where the v term contains the potential for isotope exchange

addresed above. At this point, the following comment must be

made.When isotope exchange was first discovered and treated
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experimentally(39-41),
it Was noticed that as the Second

isotope was implanted, the loss rate of the isotope implanted

initially decayed exponentially with fluence. This observation

●

led to the ''bath tub'. model with the concept of a phenomenologlCal

release cross section, G, Which was used to parameteri2:e the

data. Unfortunately, the only thing cf has in common with a

cross-section is its unit (crn2). our group has shown that tTle

correct parameteri2:ation is the saturation concentration nsat

and that the local mixing mod占1 (LMM)(38) correctly describes

both the saturation process and isotope exchange.
(42-45)

M占Iler et al.(46)
have also recently used a slightly modified

LMM to describe saturation and exchange profiles of日 and D

implanted into metals at low temperature. The two models agree

for incident particle deposition rates which are constant out to

the range Rp (i･e･･ G(Ⅹ) =叫/Rp
for x < Rp･

= 0 else) in whicTI

case neat - i/Rp6･ The rnain difficulty with o is that主t

refers to an interaction LVOlume rather than area and is therefore

not well defined. Although the replacement cross-section concept

has been used successfully in pS=
models(14,47), in円owe･s(i)

model, he erroneously defines the second term inモ:q. 5 as oT

which resulted from a misinterpretation of o. The correct term

consistent wit71 the LMM has been used in this work.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of first a D profile for i.5 1くeV

D + C at room temperature (solid curve) and then the D profiles upon

Subsequent replacement by i.5 keV H (dashed curves). The concen-

tration source term G(Ⅹ) was calculated using the TRIM partical

transport code(48A). with the LMM it is assumed that diffusion
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limited partical transport?pplies (i.e.. W >> i) and further that

D is very large so that
-cmax ◆ 0 andで◆0･ The steady state

■

solution to雪q. 34 glVeS Eq. 35, although for a MB distribution
P

incident velocities, there is always some portion deep in the

tail of the profile which is unsaturated so that steady state is

reached only asymptotically. Brice has recently extended the

LMM to include trap generation and decay in a trap activation

model (TAN)(48b) and has also addressed the generation of traps by

by neutrons(48c). otheL･ trapping models exist in the literature(4f3d-f).I

An example problem usirlg Borne Of the equations derived in this

Section is given in Appendix a. The current status of data on I)

and Kr for the special case of H in stainless steel and Ti are

5urnmariヱed in Appendix C.

EXPERエMENTAL

円ydrogen trapping, detrapplng, Permeation, recombination,
■

●

●

diffusion, and release can be studied microscopically by gas re-

emission (GR). thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) nuclear reac-

tion analysis (NRA) and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SINS).

冗1ectrochemical techniques are also useful in determining bulk

properties such as diffu5ivity and permeability･ MicroscopIC
■

information as to the actual nature of a H trap can be determined

●●

a variety of ways, including Mossbauer shifts, NMR, IR, Raman

spectroscopleS and nuclear reaction channeling･
●
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DATA

The H transport in variou8 SOlids will differ because of

the individual nature of material characteristics. Nevertheless,

materials do tend to sort themselves into four f7-retention Gate-

gories according to the four simplifying assumptions made above

in order to solve the general coupled differential Eqs. i-4.

These were= =) recombination (Eq. 1ト15),工=) diffusion controlled

kinetics (Eqs. 16-20),工t=) tot_al H retention (Eq. 2ト26) (a

special case of =) and IV. near surface円trapping (FJOR trapping)

(Eq. 34137'). An example of this catagori2:ing is shown in Fig. 7

where the re-emission rate of fl iTnPlanted into 304SS, Al, rPi and

Tic measured by GR is
plotted.(49･50) These materials are repre-

sentative of catagories =, Z=. Z== and =V respectively.

For 304SS, W #

.OI which is in the case = region. Using

D ≡ 10-9 cm2/s and 26kr = 10-25 cm4′s as given by Waelbroek･

et al･(31)I and lettingRp ≡ 10-5 cm ink,q･ 15･ T= 10 sec･

This result predicts that the recycle flux should reach half of

its maximurn for a fluence of 1016 D/cm2 which is in good agreement

with Fig. 7.

The class II materia1s, which are represented by Al in Fig. 7.

have WとI and therefore, very low H solubilitie.q and high recom-

bination coefficients. I-sing the values of Bastes(29) for a_l-uminum,

w芸105 andて= 3 Ⅹ 10-3 s･ The訂recycle rate data for Al does

not increase nearly as rapidly as predicted
because

of the influence

of traps(50).

For type ==‡ materials, Eqs. 24 and 25 indi(つate that the

recyclying flux is 乞erO for all times. =ndeed the Ti data in Fig.
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7 behave this way. with only
… LOB (due to reflection) re-emission

throughout the course of the implant. The W parameter for Ti in

this case斗S 10-10; therefore surface recombir tion severely limits
●

the releaBe･ The recycle timeてfor Ti is IO7 s which corresponds

to an implant fluence of 1022 D/em2, which i8 Orders of magnitude

greater than the fluences plotted in Fig. 7.

=n the case of Tic the recycle flux is low for implant fluences

< 2 冗 1017 D/cm2T at higher fluences the recycle flux increases.

This behavior is characteristic of a type =V material where ini-

tially alュ of the implanted D atoms are retained in traps7 When

these traps saturate (see Eq. 37), the recycle flux increases.

using the value(43) of nsat I 2･5 x 1022 and Rp = 10-5 cm･ F･q･ 36

indicates thatて知T
co

= 2･5 s corresponding to 2･5 Ⅹ 1017 D/cm2

whiclつ agreeS Veil with the Tic results plotted Fig. 7. The otller

types of materials (I, Z=, and Ill) may have some degree of type

=V behavior as already mentioned for the case of A1 (type ==).

Of course, the catagory (ト=Ⅴ) oil a material depends criti-

cally on ternperature･ Using 1:･he Baskes calculation of kr (Eq･ 10)

along with the diffusion and solubility parameters used by Wilson, (51)

w is plotted vs. 1/rp in Fig. 8 for several materials. The regions

in which the various categories apply are also indicated.

The following sections present brief summaries of the more

important experimental results concerning eac†1 0f t.hese four

classes of materials. Much of the data base was taken from

three excellent reviews recently given by Wilson(22･51･52).
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I. RECOMB=NATION LIM工TED KエNE:TICS

As can be seen from Fig. 8. a large class of important mate-

rials′ including stainless steel (SS), Ni and吋i alloys fall into

●

this region over a temperature range Which is quite relevant in

fusion reactors. A great deal of research on the 冗 retention/

release properties of these materials has been
published(22-29,53-103).

Two of the more important 8truCtural rnaterials in this● category are

304 SS and INCONEL (a Ni based alloy). Both materials are assumed

to have approximately the same D(104･105) and the same tr･ although

kr in =NCONEL has yet to be measured･ On tl-e other hand, Tanabe,

et a1.(94)
have measured large differences in D for au5tenitic

Steel and Fe-Ⅳi alloys. The F:D for these rnaterials are -･5 ev or

more and 円 traps have been shown to result from implantation at

concentration of
- 10 at % with ET -

･5 eV･(62･67c80･86･8E･･91)

These traps play a small role in t71e release process at room tempera-

ture and the importance of these traps diminishes drasti.cally for

higher temperatures where, as can be seen in Fig. 8. recombination

becomes more and more important. Unfortunately, there exists a

- 4 orders of magnitude difference in tl-e measured ∇alues of kr

for SS･(22) This wide variation in kr has been attributed to

different 8urface conditions (oxide layers, contamination, etc.).

Mo is another material which falls into class = for T > room

temperature, an8･ has been studied extensively.(106-115) =n Mo. FOR

●

trapping Of円 saturates at
- 5 at % near room temperature with ET -

1-1･5 eVJ(107･112･115)
but can be increased significantly by prior

noble gas implantation. (ilo-112)
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I=. D=FFUS=ON LIMITED KINFJTICS

Materials in this class include Al and Cu(116-118) and are

E

character12:ed by having very low H solubilities and hence very

large recombination coefficients and subsequently large W. Because

of the low.一SOlubility these materials tend to blister by the forma-

^cion of bubbles when implanted with P_. =t is● easily shown tllat

r
-

y/(叫W) where I is the equilibrium bubble diameter. For a

material to prec1.Pitate円bubbles easily. r should be very small
●

and therefore the conditions condusive to blistering are i) low

surface tension y. 2) large W and 3) a large αl fluence. EOR

trapping is observed for A1(119･120) at
- 4 at % at 374 K with

Et～1･3 eV･

=エI. TOTAL 日 R苫TヱNTエON

When W<<1 i, atoms are essentially prohibited, energetica11y′

from being re-emitted as H2 mOlecules･ This condition exists
for

metals with exothermic heats of solution(121-137) (Es) for H such

as Ti, Ⅴ. Zr. A phase diagram for the Ti一甘 system talKen from a

recent review of甘in Ti by Wille and I)avis,(138) is shown in Fig･

9. With the aid of f:q. 26, this diagram provides insight into

the hydriding process. Eq. 26 states that the conditions required

for I-orming a hydride are i) low D and cRydride and a large α0･

These conditions can be easily met for α-Ti where the c円ydride

(< 10%) is low. but becomes more difficult for tlle β p†1aSe Where

cHydride
- 50!･ This perhaps explains why ion implantation induced

hydriding of Ti has been observed for α-Ti(131)
but not in the
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Ti-6Aト4V mixed α-β alloy(130) and also Why hydriding is not

observed above 200C (u9･130) (D becomes too large).

=V. EOR TRAPPING

As can be seen in Fig. 8 the existence of class IV materials

depends not on W but on T,･ in fact, all materials go into class

=V at siufficiently low T. The change over to class'=V at low T

results from the Boltzman fact()I in the thermal detrapplng term
●

? inEq. 5.恥enT < [(ED'ET)･40O]｡K, whereED andEThave units

●

of eV. the fl becomes immobile. Numerous studies of f7 trapplng,
■

detrapplng and isotope exchange have been carried out on materials
●

in
region工V.(38-46･139-160) Many of these studies have been on

meta1s at low temperature.(40･41･46･158-160) In this region W

●

is usua11y > 1 so that 円bubble pre(コIPitation or blistering may

be anticipated. This has been obs母rVed for some cases.(41･158)

M占Iler,(158) et a1. have recently ど,_APOrted data on Ni, Pd. Mo

and rTa which shows a signific己n_+I. deformation at the sample surface

?
when it becomes saturated with implanted D･ These materials

release most of their retained 円when warmed to -

-100oC,
indicating

thatED+ET-･5eV･ ForSSED-T -･74- ･88eV･(80)

Another set of class ェV materials can efficiently retain

implanted f7 at. room temperature and and above. C is an example of

such a
material.(40･45･139･150)

c retains implanted r7 up to concen-

trations o5
- 40 at % and does not release Ti which had been

inplanted at room temperature unti1で > 700oC indicating that F.T)

+ ET -

2･5 eV･ However' when H is implanted a･t high temperature

very little retention iB noted above
- 400 C.(44) Ion-induced
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●

detrapplng has been used to explain this phenomenon. Other

C-like cla8昏 ェV materials which have been investigated include

several 1もw atomic n･Jmber refractory metals in use or under consi-

deration for coating applications in reg10n$ Of tokama東s which
■

are
subje(咋tO high power deposition (eg･ 1imiters). These

mat倍rials include TiC･ TiB2,VB2･ Sic. B･ and B4C and Si･(151-155)

H retention data on fused silicas have also been reported(156,157).

The saturation concentrations have been observed to range from -.03

f.ど SiO2,.16 f.rTiB2 andVB2.25 f.ど Tic u, t. -.5 f.I most ｡f
6

the others.

There is unfortunately little or no data for七r or D in most

of these materials and therefore questions as to their suitability

for first wall applications in DT tokamaks is still somewhat in

doubt. =f this class of materials retains t! only in the implant

■

region, Only relatively low tritium wall inventories would result.

SUM紙ARY

The response of円inコeCted energeticallyまnto materials falls
Q

●

into four categories (see Fig. 8) which depend on i) a pa1･ameter W

(胃q. 29) which characteri2:eS either diffusion-limited (W > i) or

recombination-limited (W く1) transport in the material and 2) the

●

temperature, T, whicTl determines how important damage trapping is

(i･e･, for T < (ED + ET)･400 K, trapping must be
considered). A

Set of simple equations 30-32 and 34-37 have been derived which

can be used to determine approximately the maximum T inventory and

permeating flux in the first vall in addition to a characteristic

recycle time and an example is worked out in Appendix ち. W is
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unfortunately either not well-defined or not calcuable (i.e., the

parameters have not been measured) for most materials relevant

for fusion applications, and this situation need昏 tO be rectified

quickly to insure continued progress in controlled tllermOnuClear

fusion research.
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^下PE博DIX A

DeflTtltlon of paratneters used ln the te7Et ln the
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1eB8)
#亡rapB

Produced per lncldent len

t,ur:;≡;…器e£:;b諾ei粥くBeC~1'
dlfftJ8lon acT,tiv8tlon ener盛y (eV)

trap actlvatlon ener&y (eV)

Bolt王nan COn8t8nt (1/11600 eV/k)
tetnperature (氏)

diffu$1on prefactorくctn2/8)

≡::;芸er≡ttl･;:r:;:空…b…王…芸y
(喜怒欝)

…≡……………r……;…軍………芸fl……t……;至言……;………;!5;4/B ,

tna8S Of isotope (atnu)

芸…:≡;……:f:a:;i,;;･三志郎′2a皿ul′2
/

BOlublllty prefac亡or (#/cn3)

ac亡1v&tion et3ergアfor 801tlb111ty (eV)

冒;cl壬c;…王cき;三…B(喜怒/.s
)

av言言;部concen亡ratlonまn
the valュ

pe言冨;::21T…)flux地ich
paささe8 through valュ

recycle亡17ne一亡1tne for魯rec to reach

-叫/2 (8)

projected range (ctn)

Tnydrlde tltne required for hydrld18g COnditlons
to be reached (s)

time lag (g)
HcNabb-Fo8亡er effective dlfft柑iotl COeffl-

clent (cn2/8)

言三;fg

k tr&ppltlg rate COefficlent

p r己1eat3e rate COefflcまent
V ir&rL8pOrt Parameter (unltle88)
C'TnaX reduced恥Ⅹ T concentration (utlitle68)
申′nax reduced pe-ea亡1on flux (unltleB8)
T′

n8at芸e…:;:…a;;::ccl:n…三三;,三ttJ;三詣;!n3'
;co :hu:芸……eo;…三8;;n8言:vu;:i3';rL山e

(古ec)

APP五NDIX 8

Eere a calcu18tlon of甘recycle, T inventory

8rLd v811 pertheatlon iB tn&de for 8n T.NTOR like

tokatnak uBlng the 8inple equ8tlot18 1tl Figure 5.

A cotBPar180n lB血ade vlth calcu18tlon8 Bade by

vletlhold, et al.,(85c) uBltlg the PER王code. The

†all n8terl&1 i8 304 SS atld the pertitlent parane-

terB u8ed by甘IeTLhold甘ere:

Xo ■

T ■

D =

2dkr ≡

8壬

.5
ctn

5000c

王.空2aO::4:n2
/8

1016cn28

The且ddltlonal as8u(Aptlon8 18 n且de that:

,.r

kT,la且:p
; …:I.6e;A

From these p&r&ne亡er¢

v
也

Rp2岬okr/D2 -o-6

and tllerefore

cmax
チ 103 +=7AaX

1 103 ｡

a.Rp/(2D)
I 5Ⅹ1017/cm3

ctAaX (Vlenhold)
-=･

4 Ⅹ 1017/cn3

oin 辛 103 ◆ 6in与103 ･

-p/Ⅹo
3 2Ⅹ1013/cm28

oin (Vlenhold) A

l･48 Ⅹ 1013′cm28

T
1106+T-06Rp2/D且･1B

T not Calculated by Vietlhold･

な〉od &greetnent lB ObBLerVed betveen the two c&1-

culation8. The reBultさ above indic8亡e that for

…hT:ovRa王;u:::;;::::h旦～3…Oxn21紺;～a冨○芸t.rot
T ln

4 7E 104 cl) vhich iB nO亡80 tnuCh When orLe COrtBld摂r8

the on 81te inventory of >107 cl･

::1;b;eof3:;‡;ndJ
6空言2琶o:;三也;i(言.p;㍗::t

;:至o蔓h;1)

vhlch l昏且PrOblen Which vlll have to be dealt

vlth' The recycle tltne of .1
8 i8 tnuCh 8horter

than the pburn cycle'- tithe of 100 a &nd therefore

lさOtOpe e7EChanse 8ttd valュ hold-up effects Should
be tnlnlmal ln 工NTOR.
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APPEND工X C

H Reqcle Special Cases - SS and Ti

Zn order to血araeヒerize H reqcli喝retention

and release in these rtnterials, the eqpation占deve-

1甲由earlier indicate that D, 2政r,巾and

be加m in order to detemine w and the res :p.
Trust

of

the pame七ers in Figure 5.

Tables 1 and 2.surtTTari2:e SOME recent (and
n* so reoent) measurements or uses of D and
2政r for stainless steelB and Ti, resfCCtively.

The refeL-enCeS used in these ccrrpilations are

主語謂㍊;lT;器,T;…買i38号冨慧諾?.TiS…tR
●

of the Ti data. Figures 10-15 al.･e Plots of蜘

sets of these data. These oalculations were

iSeffk:mqe:S･=i;%i≧婆::ini還望ぷ･
i a

●

plotted in Figs. 10-15 indicate the need for

furヒher e軍治rirrental Ⅵ⊃rk for地心1 Stainless

steel aェ姻Ti｡
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Table 1
-

Stainless Steel

D三Doe-EDlkT R = 2okr王(500/T)ll/2 Roe-Ex･/kT

Ref.
=■~~~■ ~~~=

hterial

161 310, 304

2ト619
,A-216

61c lO与5

162 α Fe

61d α Fe

85b 304

85c 304

84 30与

74b a Fe

29 α Fe

y Fe

67 304

80 304

65 30与

163 300 ser.

73 316

96 316

94 α Fe

_D.o

(cn2/8 )

4.7(13)* .56

4(-･4)
.047

4.15(-4) .069

1.61(-3)
.073

2(-2)

9o2(-3)

1.8(-i)

3.1(-4)

7.8(-4)

6.7(-3)

1.2(-1)

2.5(-2)

1.2(-1)

1.7(-1)

2(-2)

.57

.45

.64

.048

.08

.47

.61

.60

.61

.61

.58

i.I)4(-2)
.55

6.2(･-4) .ll

叫.7(-3) ≡4.7 Ⅹ 10-3

†T,:;:elt:芸v;r:三e:afl三三1三:
i::sA::空:;i:芸el孟:;k:…e:;芸:2与

-56-

ヽ

玉○ 虫

(ctB4/a ) (eV )

1.72(一16) .50

-■ =

3･.3(-17) -.23

3｡2(-16)† .72

7.0(-16)† .78

5.4(-19)†
.68

1.8(-18) -.28

2.1(-17) -.20
4.2(一18) .15

= =

-■ ■■■

i.38(-16) .52

⊂:_.二' =

｢
｢

SytD ｡

I_.I.._~l■__

B

C

D

E

F

G

a

I

∫

K

i

胡

N

0

P

q

he rest of the da亡8 have

●



Table 2 - Tlt8ttlun
and Alloys

Ref.

164,165

164,166

167

164,168,169

164,165

168.169

164,170,165

164,1170,165

171

172

★9(-3) ≡ 9 Ⅹ 10-3

hterlal

α†l

a Ti

α Tl

a Tl

α Tl

βTI

Ti一冬Al-4Hn

Ti-8Mn

Tl-13v-llCr-3AI

Tl-6Al-4V

空p 勤 Bo 蝕 塑空

くctn2/昏) (eV) (ctB4/8) (eV)

9(-3)I

2.7(･･3)

6(-4)

1.8(-2)

1..55(-2)

1.95(-3)

1.8(-3)

3.6(-3)

i.58(-3)

1.72(-2)
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.54 1.8(-･16) 1.18 A.

.62
r'

.63

..

.54
''

.56
●t

.29
-I

.39

M

.30

-●

.22

{

.49

"

B

…

c

"

D

n

E

r'

F

●●

G

--

H

■●

エ

.' r'

J

ヽ_--. メ-ー
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Figure 1. Schematic flow diagram of the plasma-surface interaction (PSI)
at the first wall of a fusion reactor.
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DESORPT=ON AND ABSORPTION

Atsushi Koma

Institute of Materials Science

University of Tsukuba

工barak土 305. Japan

工.エn七roduct土on

The surface of a solid is genaerally covered由ith foreign atom
■

and molecules. Those foreign atoms leave the surface and go into

the vacuum due to the hea七 or 七he 土mpact of inciden七 a七oms, elecモー

Tons and photons. This is so-called desorption and plays signi-
ficant rolls 土n七he plasma-wall土nteractions 土n two ways, wb土ch

occur at the surface of the first wall of the nuclear fusion devi-

ces. One 土s tbe 土mpur土七y 土ntroduc七土on process. Such impurity

atoms as C an 0 on the first wall go into the plasma due to the

desorption and cause the

serious radiation loss.

The other is the fuel gas

recycling process. The

hydrog･en 土so七opes are

adsorbed on 七he surface

of the first wall and

go back to the plasma due

to the desorption. This

process makes 土mpor七ant

contr土but土ons to 七he

energy and particle bal-

ances of 七he plasma.

Thus it is urgently

needed tロ make clear

the desorptiQn and ad-

sorption processes on

the s甘rf ace of the first

wall.

D,T

(recycling process)

0,C

impurity introduction)

Fig･ i Desoption on the Surface of the

First Wall

==. Characteristic Features of the Desorption on the Surface of the

F土rst Wall

As for the 土mpurity in七roduc七土on process from七be f土rs七wall

into the plasma, sputtering has been mostly notified. But the

desorption occurs much more easily than the sputtering. one of

the干eaSOn is the low binding energy (usually less than i eV) of

the impurity atoms adsorbed to the surface of the first wall. This

binding energy is considerably lower than the one involved in the

sputtering. Even if such impurity atoms as C and 0 are chemically

and strongly bound to the first wall, they react with implnglng hy-
● ●

drogen isotopes and are changed into the form of CD今Or DLOJ Which

are bound physically and loosely. Thus the detailed understandig

of desorption process is urgently needed to reduce the impurity in-
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troduction intro the plasma. That knowledge is also useful to the

effective discharge cleaning of nuclear fusion devices.

Even if a clean surface is once obtained by the discharge clea

ming, there remains another problem. There is a large amount of
impurties inside the first wall materials, and large gradient of
impurity concentration is formed by the removal of the impurity on

the first wall. That concentration gradient acts as a motive force

for the diffusion of the impurity f土om the inside of the wall to

the surface. Thus the desorption process on the first wall must be

made clear in connection with the diffusion process in the first

wall materials.
Most investigations on the desorption have been made on the

well-defined single-crystaslline surfaces. But the surface of the

first wall of the nuclear fusion devices is far from the single-

crystalline surface, and there is difficulty in the estimation of

the desorption yield for the actual surface of the first wall.

Ill. Various Desorption processes on the Surface of the First wall

The desorption which has been most intensively investigated

is thermal desorption. Thermal desorption occurs on the surface

of the first wall as well. But ion-induced, electron-induced and

photon-induced desorptions will be discussed in the followings. be-

cause they are characteristic desorptions on the surface of the

f土rs七 wall.

3. 1エon一土nduced desorp七土on

This is a desorption due to the impact of ions (and neutrals)
impinging on the surface. Three processes are considered in the

ion-induced desorp七ion. (a) Ådsorbed atoms rece土ve 七be momentum

directly from the implnglng ions, and leave the surface after the
● ●

reflection at the top surface of the wall material. (b) Incident

土on≦ are reflected on the surface and knock off the adsorbed atoms.

(c) Atoms sputtered by incident ions knock off the adsorbed atoms.

Desorption cross section

hTha:yb冒…;1m:e?…芸……三言紳yc三雪三≡芸sl押…霊芝.of refractory metals.

The cross section is larger for the heavier ions. Dependence on

the energy of the incident ions is not simple. =n some cases de-

sorption cross section is larger for higher incident energy, but

the dependence is inverse in another case.

3.2 Electron-induced desorption

As for electron-induced desorption, there are considerable

numbers of data for metal surfaces. The adsorbed atoms are exci-

ted into the unbound states and go out into vacuum by the incident

o王 elec七ron-in

about 10 -'cm~ in loosely bound syste

tightly bound systems. Clear angle

electr9竺S_17 2Tやe
cross section

■ ●■

ql&e
and 10

I

呪三言s-qP三三ヂi三s
pendence in the outgoing

direction of the desorbed atoms is seen on some sigle-crystalline

surfaces.

3. 3 Photo-desorption

Details of the photo-desorption process has not been well in-

vestigated･ Themal and quantum mechanical processes are consi-
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dered in photo-desorption. エn七be thermal mechnism photo-desorp-

tion is essentially same as themal desorption. =n the quantum

mechanical mechanism the adsorbed atoms are knocked off by direct

interactions with incident light or by photoelectron prnduced by

incident light. Although only limited amount of data are avail-

;:-1鮎c孟を?
cross section of photo-desorption is estimated as about

Comparison of yield for each desorption mechanism is shown in

Table 1 and Table 2. Table i is the result of BauerTs estimation

[1] for C and 0 on stainless steel. This indicates that ion-

induced desorption will make the largest contribution to the impu-

rity introduction into plasmar. Table 2 shows results of Wilsonls

estimation [2] on numbers of desorbed deuteron, which contribute
to the fuel gas recycling. =on-induced desorption seems to be

leading desorption process in the fuel gas recycling.

Ⅰnciden亡 Desorp亡ion IrICident Released

Particles Yield

(atoms/particle) ;::!2s-i) 怒芝喜王‡)
D 2 1Ⅹ1016 2Ⅹユ.016

electron 5Ⅹ10-3 4Ⅹ1016 2Ⅹ1014

pboton 4Ⅹ10-4 1017 4Ⅹ1013

Table 1. Evaluation of desorption of C and 0 on stainless s亡eel【1】

Incident CrossSeetion IncidentFlux DesorbedD

Particle (cm2) (cm-2s-1) /Adsorbedー)

D 10-16 1016 1

electron 10-17 5Ⅹ1016 0.5

pho亡on 10-20-10-18 1018 ■0.01-1

Table 2 Evaluation of fuel gas recycling due to desorption[2]

=V. Data Needed for the Desorption on the First Wall Surfaces

Such low z material as graphite is a promising candidate mat-

erial as limitter or armour material. But there are few data on

the desorption on low z material surfaces. =t is urgently requ-

ested to compile desorption data for low z materials.

Data for photo-desorption are also lacking. =n addition to

the data for cross section, infomations about intensity and energy
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distributions of photons implnglng On the first wall are needed as

4
t

well.

r
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and ion scattering spectro-

scopy have been successfully used in the investigations
of desorp-

tion･ But unfortunately those techniques are insensitive to hy-
drogen isotopes,

which play main roll in the plasma-surface inter-
act土ons･ Development･of new technique土s needed to detect hydro-
gen isotopes on the surface with high sensitivity.

Desorption and adsorption is much more sensitive to七be sur-
face conditions than sputtering･ The surface of the first wall
changes their forms by sputtering and blistering

etc.. =n some

compound materials, the surface composition changes as well by
sputtering: Thus data for those "technical" surfaces are neededin the design Of the first wall, which are lacking as well.

REFERENCE S

【1】W. Bauer, J. Nuc1. Hater. 76 &

【2] K･ i. Wilson, presented at

77 (1978) 3-15.

the Topical Meeting･ on Nuclear
■

Fusion MaterialsI Seattle( 1981.
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Review of Discussions on Mechanism of PW=

B. L. Doyle

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Hexico 87185

This session was held Wednesday morning and was chaired by

B. L. Doyle. E. Thomas presented a short talk in which 17

subca七eg･or土es used to spec土fy 七be par七土cle-solid interaction by

the ORNL Data Center were spelled out. This list can be found

in Table 1. =n addition, the various parameters used to describe

each process weエーe l土s七ed and 土ncluded;

1. Energy (incident and final)

2. Angle (incident and exit)

[note= in some cases the exit angle was

integrated. ]

3. Temperature

4. Surface Structure (ie. crystal. pくうIycrysta1,

amorphous etc)

Thomas then proceeded to present a critique on each topic
■

based upon 1)七be impor七ance 七o fusion reactor development and

2) a characterization of the existing data and/or theoretical

●
●

base. Because this list was orlglnally prepared in 1976, several

additional topics Were added which are of current interest such as
J

i) H in metal phenomena and 2) radiation induced damage or compo-

sition modification. A questionnaire was distributed to each

participant in order to get a general opinion as to the importance
●

and data resources of each subject. ℡be results of 七b土s is shown

in Table ==.

でwo 土mpor七an七 po土n七s can be inferred from七b土s 七able.

i) Most of the processes were considered very important and,

unfortunately perhaps, 2) the current data compilations were

deemed inadequate. This indicates that a significant amount of
⊂

exper土men七al work w土11 be requ土red 土n 七he nex七 few years 七o 土nsure

七ba七 tbe data base for pW工 w土11 mee七 the near future needs o王 botb

plasma modelers and exper土mental土s七s. 工ncldentally.七be major土七y

oplnion expressed by七he par七土clpantS Was remarkably similar to
■

that of ℡homas｡
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℡able エ

Bibliography catergorization List

on particle =nteractions with Solids

1. Genera1

2. Sputtering by Electrons, Neutrons, and Heavy PaL･ticles

(total removal coef至土c土en七s)

3. Sputtered Particle Charge and Quantum (Excited) State

D土s七r土bu七土on

4. Secondary Electron Ejection by Heavy Particle and Electrons

5. pbo七oelec七r土c Ejection of Elec七rons (coeff土c土en七s)

6. Reflection of Elec七rons from Surfaces (coefficients)

7. Reflec七ion of Heavy Particles from Surfaces

(total reflec七土on coeff土c土ents)

8. Charge and Quantum State Distributions of Reflected

■

Heavy Particles at MacroscopIC Distances from Surfaces

9. De-Excitation, Neutralization, Ionization, or Dissociation

of Particles 工n七erac七土ng w土七b Surfaces

10. =nteraction potentials Between Surfaces and Free Particles

I･ocated External to the Surface (electrons and heavy

par七icles)

ll. Sticking coefficients (thermal energies)

12. Electromagnetic Radiation =nduced by Electron or Heavy

part土cle 工mpac七 on Surfaces

13. Desorp七土on of Gases from Surfaces

14. Blistering, voids, and Surface Strain in Metals

15. Radiation Damage in Metals

16. Particle =mplantation in Metals しノ-

17. Electron-′ =on-, and Photon-Induced Chemical Changes

to Surfaces
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℡able ェ工

●

Ranking of Various PW= Processes

Process

Importance Under-

standing

S七a七us

Sputtering byヨIectrons, Neutrons, and

Heavy Particles (total removal coefficients)

SputteL･ed Particle Charge and Quantum

(Excited) State Distribution

Sputtering of Alloy

Chemical Sputtering

Secondary Electron Ejection by Heavy

Par七1ele and Electrons

Photoelectric Ejection of- Electrons

(coefficients)

Reflection of Electrons from Surfaces

(coefficients)

Reflection of Heavy Particles from

Surfaces (total reflection coefficients)

Charge and Quantum State Distributions of

Reflected Heavy Particles at MacrosclplC
●

Distances from Surfaces

De-Excitation, Neutralization, Ionization,

or Dissociation of Particles =nteracting

with Surfaces

Interaction potentials Between Surfaces and

Free Par七土cles 工.oca七ed External to 七11e

Surface (electrons and heavy particles)

Sticking Coefficients (thermal energies)

Electromagnetic Radiation znduced by Elec-

tron or lieavy Particle エmpact on Surfaces

Desorption of Gases from Surfaces

Blistering,Voids, and Surface Strain in

Metals

preclp土七a七ion of voids or bubbles

Radiation Damage in Metals

Particle =mplantation in Metals

Electron-, Ion-, and Phot･on-Induced Chemi-

cal Changes to Surfaces

Hydrogen Diffusion

Hydrogen Recombination

Hydrogen Permeation

Hydrogen Saturation concentration

●

Hydrogen Trap binding energies

Radiation enhanced diffusion
and/or surface

segregation

Synergistic effects
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1.1 1.2

1･7 2iy3

1.3 2.4

1.0 2.3

1.5 1.9

1.9 1.7

1.7 1.7

1.1 1.4

1.8 2.4

2.0 2.7

2.2 2.5

1.4 2.1

2.4 2.2

1.2 2.0

1.9 1.9

1.9 2.3

1.5 1.8

1.4 1.3

1.4 2.4

1.1 2.0

1.3 2..2

1.1 2.1

1.2 1.8

1.4 2.2

1.3 2.4

1.1 2.7

1=very

3=no七

1==900d

3=bad

Data Existing

Quality Compendia

adequa七e

1.3 Yes

2.5 No

2.4 No

2.4 No

2.3 No

2.1 No

2.3 No

1.5 Yes

2.4 No

2.8 No

3.0 No

2.5. Ⅳo

2.5 Ⅳo

2. 2 Maybe

1.9 No

2.3 No

1.9 No

i. 9 Maybe

2.6 No

2.2 Yes

2.4 No

2.4 No

2.1 No

2.3 No

2.6 No

2.8 No



Review of Data Center Activiナi.es

E. W. Thomas

●

Georgla =nstitute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 3pO332 ,
U.S.A.

Short presentation were made to review activities of the data

centers contributing to the meeting.
rThis

included the Oak

Ridge Data Center (presented by E.W. Thomas, center leaded

by D.H. Crandall). the =PP-Nagoya center (presented by Y.

工tikawa, the centerTs director) and the JA式R= data center

(presented by R. 0ねwa,the center-s director).

The Oak Ridge data center devotes most of its effort to

●

searching journals and producing an annual bibliography

concerning relevant processes. This is supplied to =PP-Nagoya

as a computer tape and acts as a major source Of information
●

for their data compilations. The data center produced a hand-

book of data as report ORNL-5207 in 1977 and the surfac最Physics

section was updated in 1979 by report ORNL-5207/R1. The center

also publishes a "Newsletter" four times per year that c!arries

a bibliography of recent important data and news of recent

developments.

The =PP-Nagoya data center concentrates on collecting

data With the Oak Ridge bibliography as a primary reference

source. working groups of specialists correlate the information

and develop semi-empirical equations to represent the published
●

information and to guide both interpolation as well as

extrapolation. The major outputs in the area of surfaces are

data compendia as sputtering (Report--,=～pp-AM 14) and on reflection

of ions (Report エPP-AM 18). A review on desorption is complete

and wi11･be published shortly. Reviews are also being made of

how sputtering and bach scattering depending on･ incidence and

exit angles. Reports are planned for 1982. The area of hydro.gen

recycling has been discusses in a workshop and data collection

in selected area畠 wi11 start soon.
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The

working

damage
∫

=

trapping

overlap ;

JAER= data center under Dr. Ozawa has a number of

groups concentrating on materials properties such as

impurity implantation and trapping. Activity in the

areas is co-ordinated with the Nagoya center to prevent

a repor七is planned for 1982.

All three centers have ex七ens土ve effor七s 土n atomic and

molecular physics data as well as data rela七ed 七o PWエ.

No significant overlap of activities was apparent and active
●

collaboration exists 土n certain areas. ℡he Japanese centers

benefit from the active part-time participation of large numbers
●

of scientists through the numerous working groups and frequent

workshops. By contrast the U.S. center relies on a very small

group of permanent consultants and in practise only one person

is ac七ive 土n the area of surfaces.

=t was generally agre占d that the plasma physics community

is not sufficiently aware of the activities by these centers.

=t was suggested that we se∈t･k the opportunity to present a short

review of our activities to relevant plasma physics conference

such as the PW= conference that will next be held in G尋tlinburg,

1982. 工七was also agreed tha七we should seek input from plasma

modellers as 七○ 七he rela七ive 土mpor七ance of d土fferen七mecban土sms

so tha七we may focus a七tent土on on 七he processes that are most

significant.
●
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Review of Discussions on pw工Da七a
･for

Specific cases

-

Reflection and Sputtering -
.

D. M. Gruen

Cbemistry D土Ⅴ土s土on

Argonne National
･Laboratoryr Argonner =L 60439, U.S.A.

工. Reflection: H+on c and on SS.

E. W. Thomas and A. Morita

There appears to be general agreement that data comt)1iation

(DC) and the availab土1土ty of empirical formulae (EF) to describe

data are satisfactory for 七o七al reflection coeffic土en七s. ℡h土s

土s not. however′ 七be case for reflected charge State fractions.

工七was fel七 that the data basis set (DBS) is satisfactory for

total reflection coefficients but needs to be augmented by data

on well characterized surfaces for charge state fractions. Em-

phasis was placed on e2,i士iea乙 evaluation of existing data before

inclusion.in numerical tables or as part of a data set to be
il

represented by a smoothed curve.

==. sputtering Coefficients of Z7+ on ssr o+ and Fe+ on ss･

D. M. Gruen and N. Matsunami

For total sputtering yields, the DC and EF on stainless

steel are sufficient･ The DBS is
satisf㌣tory

for e乙ean surfaces

at normal incidence but deficient at
ob{ique angles. A seminal

study on the dependence of light ion-sputtering yields of Fe on

ion fluence and oxygen partial pressure 【J. Nuc1. Mat. 93 & 94,

645 (1980)] shows changes in sputtering yields by factors r)f
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10-15 due to oxygen contamination. More work is needed on

sputtering yields as a frunction of surface contamination･

Ill. charge State and豆nergy Distribution of Sputtered

particles: H+ on ss, 0+ and Fe+ on ss.

D. Grueれ and Y. Yamamura

Charge state and energy distributions of sputtered particles

are potentially extremely important parameters for impurity contro1･

The D■i3S in this area is very meager and must be augmented by

careful work on well characterized surfaces. Monolayer oxygen

contamination can change the charge fraction by orders of magnitude･

A combination of LPS and S=.qS rneasurements can provide empirical

numbers for R+(E) , the surface ioni7.ユtion coefficient as a function

of energy. Empirical equations, perhaps, along the lines suggested

Lby
Schelton [Z. Natursforschung, 23a, log (1968)] should be applied

to 七be data.

=Ⅴ. Effects of 出etal Structure on Sputtering of Binary Alloys.

H. Simizu

Since first walls and limiters are alloys or compounds rather

than elelrLentarY metals, preferential sputtering must be considered.

Because of surface segregation driven by Gibbsian and radiation

enhanced diffusion, sputtering of alloys is a very complicated

process. Data in this area relevant to fusion materials is almost

=

wholly lacking and there are no empirical formulas as ye,t to seLrve

l■

as a meaLIS for data reduction. Both theoretical and
,experimental

stpdies are.underway in a number of laboratories.

●
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Review of Discussions on pw= Data for Specific Cases

■

- Trapplng･' Re-Emissionl Desorption and Adsorption-

K. Kamada

エns七土七ute of plasma physins

Nagoya University

Nagoya 464, Japan

Da七a reviews on re-emission and desorp七土on, as

important contributions to the hydrogen isotope recycling

process, were made together with the discussions about the･

underlying physical and chemical mechanisms, by EjOYle and

Tanabe (re-emission) and by Thomas and Kamada (desorption

of H and 0 from SS), w土七h an add土七土onal supplemen七 for

the re-emission by Some.

Doyle described the recycling process throughout the

plasma and wall materials. Bas土caly he employed the plasma

transport code due to Howe′ wb土cb includes k土ne七土c reflection
■

on the surface, thermal diffusion and beam induced detrapplng

土n the wall. glV土ng a se七of coupled d土fferent土al equations
●

which represent the concentration of hydrogen isotope

implanted'into a solid. These differential equations are

hybridization of several theories plus a modification of

七he 土so七ope exchange term. Spec土al cases of the equa七土ons

are useful to give insite into i) the complex relationships

which exists betweeen the plasma parameters (i.e. flux and

energy) and materials parameters (i.e. diffusion constant

D and surface recombination coefficient
,B:r)

′ 2) how both

sets of these varia.bles affect importanvd issues such as

recycle 七ime′ 七r土七土um 土nven七ory and tr土七土um permeation

flux through wall.

Effects of the two materials parameters ID and Kr are

represented by the transport parameter W which govern

whether diffusion or surface recombination limited effects
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dominate the hydrogen transport into the plasma. According

to the magnitude of the tL-anSPOrt Parameter( taking into

account of its temperature dependence at七be same time,

candidate materials are classified into four groups:

1. "surface recombination]. limited mate土ials,･ SS,

Ni, Ni alloy, Mo and Al at relatively high

temperature region Which is quite relevant in
=

fusion reactors.

2. 'TDiffusionH limited materials,･ A1, Cu and Mo at

relatively low temperature region.
●

3･ 'TTotal H retention'' materials,･ when the transport

parameter W << i, injected hydrogen is essentially
●

prohibited from being re-emitted as H2 mOlecule･

A 七yplCal example of this class of ma七er土als 土s

ヒ土tanium. Another cand土da七es are vanadium and

zirconium which have exothermic heat of solution

for hydrogen.

4. flEnd of range trapping'' materials:

A11 materials change over to this class at

sufficiently low temperatures. This is because

the thermal detrapplng Of hydrogen from lattice
=

defects, which are formed near the end of range of

the implanted hydrogen, becomes ineffective.

Doyle gave T<[(ED + ET)･ 400]K for the temperature

range' where ED and ET are aCtivation energy for

七hermal d土ffus土on and 七he de-trapplng eXpreSSed 土n
●

eV, Low Z materials' including c, Tic, TiB2, VB2t

SiCr Br B4Cl and Sip belong to this class of

materials even a七 room七emperature and above.

Tanabe supplemented the Doylels talk with a complex

re-enlission phenomenon having larger hydrogen retention

with increasing temperature in Ni above 500Kt suggesting

the reconstruction of radiation damage. He also mentioned

super-permeation and super-inventory observed by transmission

experiment under glow discharge condition.
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Tanabe surnmari2;ed the data so far obtained concerning

the retention and re-emission behaviour of hydrogen isotopes

in SS and Ti.

■

Sone presented his own results of deuteron trapping

and re-emission in carbon in the energy range of loo ～

1000 eV. He po土n七ed ou上土be effect of p∫e-bombardment

damage on the re-emission behaviour, describing the result
●

as a reduction of detrapplng Cross-Section due to the
●

presence of la七t土ce defects.

On the
･desorption

of H and 0 from SS, Thomas pointed

out that reliable desorption study is very lacking. Further

he pointed out that many experiments have involved the

desorption of naturally occuring impurity atoms from

technical steel, being likely to be different from the case

of hydrogen or oxygen deliberately adsorbed onto stee1･

The only data worth reviewing are those involving well

outgassed surface deliberately exposed to a single contamina･

For photodesorption, he insisted that there is no basis

for performing any meaningful review. For electron and ion

impact desorption′ he refered 七be data due to Dr土nkw土ne-

LichJnan and Bastasz, respectively.

Specifically on ion induced desorpt土on′ Ⅹamada talked

about the compilation of data 9.0 far obtained for the

comb土na七ions of various kinds of adsorbates and substra七e

materials, together with the discussions on underlying

physical mechan土sms. He classified七he desort土on cross-

sections so far obtained into two groups,･ one of which is

a group of data which nearly fit to the theory of Winters

and Sigmund, and the another group which includes data,

mainly measured on single crystalline'substrates, showing

-ノ

anormalously large desorption cross-sections at a certain

energy ran･ge. The latter group of the data was presumed to

be related to the shadowing by the surrounding substrate

atoms of a adsorbate, making the probe ion to focuse on the

adso bate so as to make the desorption much easier. 江owever,

the desorption of D from SS was ascertained to be included

in the first group.
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Conclusion

E.W. Thomas

●

Georgla =nstitute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 30332, U. S. A.

Zn his opening paper N. =toh drew a valuable distinction

between the phenomena associated with energetic particle

(energy greater than 100 eV) impact on the wall and phenomena

associated with low energy (less than loo eV) impact on the

wall. ℡he former can be readily unders七ood 土n 七erms of atomic

collision theory, and have been the subject of a number of

data reviews. By contrast the behaviour of low energy particles,
●

down to thermal energies, lies in the realm of solid state

physics being intimately related to diffusion, trapping at
=

defects and to chemical reactions. This area is not well

understood by the PW= (Plasma Wall Interaction) community,

the data is sparse and reviews unobtainable. =ndeed it. is not

土mmed土ately clear wha七parame七ers are relevant and how. they

are inter-related. B.. Doyle provided a detailed analysis

of the relationship between implantation, diffusion, trapping
●

alld re-emission. This can be used to set the stage for

further consideration of the problem.

As par七 of the workshop-s deliberations a poll was taken

as to how the participants ranked the various processes
●

contributing to PW=. =t was concluded that thermal energy

processes, diffusion, recombination, permeation, saturation,

trapping and chemical sputtering were most important to pw=

in present machines but were-least understood. By contrast

the energetic processes of physical sputtering and reflection

were con.5idered to be of lesser importance and

relatively well understood.

1

The major reviews and data compendia provided by the

=PP Nagoya data center (and similar reports from MP= Garching)
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provide adequate coverage of reflection and physical sputtering.

There remains a need to consider charge and excited states

of reflected and'sputtered particles,･ the quantum state of the

emerging Particle will influence its penetration into the
●

plasma. Data compendia for these areas are be土n9 undertaken

by =PP Nagoya and reports are planned for 1982･ =n general

the reports include provision of algebraic formulae to represent

七be phenomenon;these formulae may be directly incorporated

into pwェ s土mulation dodes･ A crit土sism of the work published

七o date 土s tha七da七a are accepted uncritically so 七ba七bo七h

good and bad data contributes to the derived algebraic

represer)･tation. =n summary the areas of reflection and

sputtering are well covered ap.a only refinement is needed.

Thermal energy processes include trapping, re-emission,
●

recombination and chemical processes･ The Japanese data centers
′

are both entering into consideration of these areas. =n

general the data coverage is weak, the quality is poor and

土七is no七 clear whether an assessmen七 土s feasible at this 七土me.

With the continuing clarification of these subject areas the

situation is improving rapidly. There is need for the PW=

community to become better aquainted with existing compendia

for such processes as diffusion and precipitation which are
●

the province of the meta11urgist･ These areas are under review

and require continued effort.

Largely neglected by the data centers are the areas of

secondary electron ejection and electron reflection. The flux

●

of elec亡rons from七he wall w土11土nfluence sheath potential and

this in turn alters the energy of ionp impinging on the surface.

The energy governs sputteringr reflection, retention and other

processes･ ℡he area of electron processes was reviewed some th土r七y

Years ago but has been largely ignored since･ =t is to be proposed

that the oak Ridge Data Center will undertake a data compendia

and review in that area･ Also largely neglected is the area of

adsorption and desorption･ =t was agreed that further scientific

work needs to be done here before any review is attemped.
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=t was generally agreed that we need to better publicize

the ac七ivlties of七be data centers so that the plasma physicist.

who represents the customer for the informa七土on becomes better

aquainted with the availability of data compendia･ Specifica11yr

we suggest that reviews of data center activities may be presented

as papers to the international conferences such as the PW=

conference in Gatlinburg next May･ We propose also to arrange

a short informal discussion group at such conferences where

representatives of data producing groups, data users and data

centers can mee七 to discuss what data collection activ土七土es are

mos七 approprlate for 七he 土med土ate future. ℡he Japanese and

US data centers will annually wr土七e short reviews of their present

and proposed act土Ⅴ土t土es which can be publ土shed 土n the newsle上土ers

of various data centers. The US participants COnSidered it

desirable that the present data handbook( Atomic and Molecular

Data for Fusion ORNL/5207 )be updated using as a basis the data

compendia published by =PP Nagoya and by MP= Garching.

There is generally a continuing need to assess the relative

importance of 七bese various processes 七o pW工. One requires an

improved diagnostics of the particle fluxes to the wall followed.

by 土ncorporatユon of this data 土nto a model for pW工. Cer七a土n

mechanisms may prove to be quan七土ta七土vely un土mpor七an七. For the

important processes it is necessary to vary the magnitudes of the

various coeff土c土en七s and cross sec七ions 七o determ土ne 七he

sens土t土Ⅴ土ty of device operation to 七hese parameters.工n this way

one may assess 七he accuracy with wh土cb 七he parameters need to be

determined. The two characteristics of importance and accuracy

should be a guide for further work by the data centers. At the

present time data centers choose subjects primarily for the ease

with which they may be corlS土dered no七 for 七he土r impro七ance.

Moreover no real attention is paid to the evaluation of accuracy.

Zn general the workshop showed that the processes contribution

to pw= are now being well defined and certain areas have reached

a maturity where compendia and assessment are justified. The

subiect
does however remain volatile and there is a continuing

need for be上土er data and for assessment 土n 七he area of 七hermal

energy proces畠es, chemical effects, synergistic effects,

adsorption, desorption and electron processes.
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U･S･ -

Japan Surface Data Review workshop

=PP, Nagoya, Japan

December 14-18. 1981

Section =: overview of PW= Data Needs and Production f.or Fusion

Dec. 14

(Monday)

chairman :

13:30-14:00 p.m.

14:00-15:00

15:00-16:00

16:00-16;30

16:30-17:30

17;30-18:00

18:00-18:30

19:00

section ==: Mechanisms of PW=

Dec° 15

(Tuesday)

chairman :

9:00-10:00

10:00-ll:00

tB

ll:00-ll:30

ll:30-12:30

Ⅹ. Xamada

Registration and opening

冗. Xamada

PW= data needs
- T. Amano

Atomic interaction in plasma
I.W. Thomas

Coffee

plasma-wall interac七土on

N. =toh

Survey of activities in U.S.

E.W. Thomas

Survey of act土Ⅴ土t土es 阜n Japan

T. Yamashina

Workshop outing

E.W. Thomas

particle Reflection

T. Tabata

Sputtering-1-materials removal

rate A. Shimizu

Coffee

Sputtering---quantum state and
4

energy of ejected material
D. Grueれ
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12･.30-14･.00

cbairman
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